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ABSTRACT  OF  THESIS
The  Degree  of  Agreement  in Defining  Child  Maltreatment  Among  Hennepin
County  Child  Protection  Workers  in  Minnesota
Study  Focus:  Research
Emily  Sprague  Ryan
April,  1995
State  laws  set broad  and vague  limits  on defining  child  maltreatment.  Varying
interpretations  may  occur  between  cornrnunities  and within  communities  when  defining
maltreatment.  The  purpose  of  this  study  was  to describe  how  consistent  social  workers  at
Hennepin  County  child  protection  define  child  maltreatment.  The  study  analyzed  any
differences  among  the  workers  through  exarnining  background  of  the  worker.  The  study
involved  an anonymous  survey  of  160  workers.  The  study  findings  indicated  that
workers  were  inconsistent  50%  of  the  time  The  study  was  incondusive  in determining  if
position,  race,  age, years  in social  work,  or  years  in cunent  position  changed  perceptions
of  maltreatment.
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1CHAPTER  ONE:  INTRODUCTION
In society,  child  abuse  and neglect  have  been  defined  by laws  and social  standards
(Kadushin,  1988)  Abuse  of  children  was  acceptable  for  centuries.  Children  were  parents'
property  and parents  could  beat,  starve  or enslave  them  (Witten,  1978).  By  1930,
societal  standards  were  beginning  to change.  Laws  were  passed  to extend  basic  human
rights  to children  and make  exploitation  of  children  illegal  (Witten,  1978).  Even  though
some  laws  were  passed,  child  abuse  was  rarely  acknowledged  before  the 1960's.  (Witten,
1978).  However,  by the 1970's,  federal  child  abuse  legislation  and mandatory  reporting
laws  were  enacted.
Iitially,  the  mandated  reporting  laws  only  required  physicians  to report  "serious
physical  injuries"  or "non-accidental  injuries."  These  laws  were  expanded  to include  any
form  of  suspected  child  maltreatment  such  as physical  abuse,  sexual  abuse  and
exploitation,  physical  neglect,  and emotional  maltreatment.(Besharov,  1990).  Reporting
laws  were  also broadened  to require  others  such  as teachers,  social  workers,  day  care
workers,  law  enforcement  officiais  and other  persons  who  have  direct  contact  with
children  to report  abuse  (Nelson,  Dainauski  &  Kilrner,  1980).$
The enactment of  federal child maltreatment  legislation  also created  the  cunent
child protection  system.!The  state  child  protection  agency  became  responsible  for
investigation  of  child maltreatment  and providing  services  to help  abused  children  and
their families. Each state maltreatment  statute  varied  according  to the form  of  reporting,
agency  to report  to,  immunities,  and penalties  for  failure  to  report  (Nelson,  Dainauski  &
Kilmer,  1980).'
2The  widespread  attention  given  to child  abuse  and neglect,  accompanied  by the
passage  of  legislation  has increased  the number  of  abuse  cases reported  each  year  (Nelson,
Dainauski  &  Kilmer,  1980).  Although  a variety  of  disciplines  may  become  involved  in the
identification,  reporting,  and treatment  of  these  abuse  cases, it was  the child  protection
worker  who  most  often  constituted  the  from  line  for  dealing  with  abuse  and neglect  The
child  protection  personnel  bore  the  primary  responsibility  for  making  the serious  decisions
that  affected  the  cild  and family.  Because  child  maltreatment  was  unlawful,  the legal
system  entered  this  process  as well.  Parents  did  not  voluntarily  request  services,  rather  it
was  the  threat  of  court  action  against  the  parent  that  was  responsible  for  bringing  these
clients  into  the  system.
Some  authors  suggest  that  child  protection  intervention  may  have  harmful
consequences  (Howing  &Wodarski,  1992;  Besharov,  1985).  These  authors  indicate  that
investigation  of  the  abuse  may  be traumatic  for  the  family  and child,  appropriate  treatment
may  not  be provided,  and removal  of  the child  or parent  firom  the  home  may  increase  the
child's sense of  victimization  (Howing  &  Wodarski,  1992)  It  is important  to know  how
consistent child protection  workers  are in interpreting  and implementing  child  maltreatment
laws for society.  Potential  consequences  such as these  warrant  further  investigation.
Problem
Each child protection  agency  must  decide  when  abuse  and neglect  occur.  This  can
be a difficult  task because neglect  and abuse  laws  are, at times,  ambiguous  and broad.
Most state laws authorize child protective  intervention  when  the  "child's  environment  is
injurious to his welfare,"  when the child "lacks  proper  parental  care,"  or  when  the  parents
3are "unfit  to properly  care  for  such  child"  (Besharov,  1985,  p. 21). State statutes also use
terms  such  as "necessary,"  "proper,"  "unfit,"  "insufficient"  or "inadequate"  to define
maltreatment  (Kadushin,  1988,  p. 312). Social  workers  in child  protection,  therefore,
must  make  a clinical  judgment  when  neglect  occurs,  and how  to intervene  in a family.
Because  the  state  laws  set such  broad  limits,  varying  interpretation  by different
communities  or agencies  may  result  (Kadushin,  1988).  Since  different  communities  have
different  child-rearing  practices,  norms,  and perspectives,  definitions  of  maltreatment  may
be different  between  communities  and within  communities  For  example,  Hong  and Hong
(1991)  found  that  there  are significant  differences  in perceptions  of  child  abuse  between
Chinese  Immigrants,  Whites  and Latinos.  Other  researchers  have  found  that  different
professions  perceive  abuse  and neglect  differently  as well  (Boe,  1964:,  Giovannoni  &
Becerra,  1979).
" To  complicate  matters  further,  when  a report  of  maltreatment  is received  by  the
child  protection  agency,  a number  of  social  workers  may  be involved  with  the  report.
Each  of  these  social  workers  is responsible  for  making  decisions  regarding  maltreatment  at
different  points  in the  process.  In  most  cases,  child  protection  decision-making  is carried
out  as outlined  in Figure  1. l with  numerous  professionals  involved.  Screeners  decide
whether  or not  the  child  protection  agency  will  investigate  the  maltreatment  reported.  The
intake  worker  then  investigates  the  report  and decides  to substantiate  maltreatment  and
open  the  case to receive  child  protection  services.  Once  the  case is open,  field  workers
manage  the case and decide  how  to handle  new  maltreatment  reports  and when  to close  a
case.  These  decisions  are made  with  supervisors  input  as well  (Hennepin  County  Bureau
of  Social  Services  (1990).
Figure  1.1
Child  Protection  Decision  Points
Communitv  (phone  call  re:rnaltreatment)
CPS  SCREF,NER
->SUPERVISOR
Investigate  Do  Not  Investigate
Maltreatment  Maltreatment
INTAKE  WORKER
->SUPERVISOR
Substantiated
Close  CPS Case  Open  CPS  Case
Non-Substantiated
FIELD  WORKER
->  SUPERVISOR
!  4
Case
Management  New  Reports Close  CPS  Case
Study  Focus
Since  making  maltreatment  decisions  are not  straight  forward,  it is important  to
know  how  workers  make  decisions  regarding  maltreatment.  If  workers  are not
consistent,  then  families  who  are receiving  these  services  may  be treated  differently  and
5inequitably.  Because  the services  are intnisive  and involuntary,  consistency  is needed
between  workers  so that  workers  do not  unnecessarily  intrude  into  family  matters.  For
these  reasons,  this  study  focuses  on the degree  of  agreement  between  Hennepin  County
Child  Protection  workers  when  defining  child  maltreatment  and also analyzes  the  varying
perceptions  between  workers  when  making  decisions  regarding  chiid  maltreatment.
6CHAPTER  TWO:  REVIEW  OF LITERATURE
Historicai  Development  of  Child  Abuse  Legislation
The  "discovery"  of  the abuse  of  children  and its organization  occuned  with  the
founding  in 1874  of  the  New  York  Society  for  the  Prevention  of  Cruelty  to Children
(Costin,  1992).  The  case of  Mary  Ellen,  the  first  documented  case of  child  abuse  in the
United  States  was  instrumental  in initiating  this  organization  (Witten,  1978).  Church
workers  appealed  to the cornrnunity  to intervene  on  behalf  of  the child.  Because  there
were  no agencies  for  children  then,  the Society  for  the  Prevention  of  Cruelty  to Animals
intervened  on Mary  Ellen's  behalf  on the  basis  that  the  child  was  a member  of  the animal
kingdom  and cnielty  to animals  was  illegal  (Witten,  1978)  From  the  publicity  of  this
case, the  New  York  Society  for  the  Prevention  of  Cruelty  to Children  was  established.
The  movement  spread  rapidly  throughout  American  cities.  By  1919,  two  hundred
societies  were  founded  (Costin,  1992).  By  1930,  the  "Children's  Charter"  was  enacted. It
extended  to children  basic  human  rights  and protection  from  exploitation  and cruelty.  This
charter  established  children's  rights  and established  that  parental  rights  were  conditional
and not  absolute  (Witten,  1978).  Although  some  laws  were  passed,  the  anti-cruelty
movement  lost  its momentum  and became  much  less visible  between  1920-1960  (Costin,
1992).
In  the  early  1960s,  awareness  of  child  abuse  re-emerged  largely  due  to
advancement  in medical  knowledge  regarding  inflicted  injury.  Dr.  C. H. Kempe  and his
colleagues  were  instnimental  in stressing  the  incidence  of  child  physical  abuse  observed  by
physicians  in emergency  room  settings.  Kempe  labeled  this  abuse  the  "Battered  Child
7Syndrome"  and pushed  for  awareness  and legislation  to combat  the  problem  (Nelson,
Dainauski,  &  Kilmer,  1980).
By  1967,  50 states  had enacted  child  abuse  legislation.  The  passage  of  this
legislation  was  largely  due  to the  media  attention  brought  forth  by  the  medical  profession
regarding  the  severity  of  the problem  of  child  physical  abuse (Witten,  1978).  This
legislation  also included  reporting  laws  to detect  child  abuse.  Prior  to 1963,  no state  had
cild  abuse  reporting  legislation  (Witten,  1978).
In 1974,  the  federal  government  enacted  the  Child  Abuse  Prevention  and
Treatment  Act.  It defined  child  abuse  and neglect  as:
"The  physical  or mental  injury,  sexual  abuse,  negligent  treatment  or maltreatment
of  a child  under  the age of  eighteen  by a person  who  is responsible  for  the child's
welfare  under  circumstances  which  indicate  that  the  child's  health  or  welfare  is
harmed  or threatened  thereby,  as determined  in accordance  with  regulations
prescribed  by the Secretary,"  (Witten,  1978,  p. 60).
This  act also provided  for  grants  to qualifying  states  to train  in prevention,  identification,
and treatment  of  abuse  (Witten,  1978).  To qualify  to receive  funds,  a state  had  to meet
certain  standards  regarding  reporting,  investigation  of  repons,  and confidentiality  of
records  in child  abuse  and  neglect  legislation  (Witten,  1978).
Ambiguity  in  Maltreatment  Definitions  and  Their  Implications
A  review  ofthe  literature  suggests  that  child  abuse and neglect  definitions  are vague
(See  for  example,  Rycraft,  1990;  Besharov,  1985;  Howing  &  Wodarski,  1989;  Hutchinson,
1990;  Zellman,  1990:, Zellman  &  Antler,  1990;  Huxtable,  1994).  Hutchinson  (1990)  states
that  "One  might  assume  that  clarity  exists  regarding  the definitions  of  child  maltreatment  since
8child  abuse  and neglect  are against  the law  and both  the  legal  and welfare system actively
participatesinprotectiveservice.  Thisclarity,however,doesnotexist."(p.61).
The  1974  Cmld  Abuse  Prevention  and Treatment  Act  established  broad  parameters
for  defining  child  maltreatment.  From  this  federal  law,  each  state  was  then  able  to
develop  its own  definition  of  maltreatment.  Yet,  Howing  and  Wodarski(1989)  report  that
"Although  most  state  definitions  are clear  in cases of  severe  or  deviant  maltreatment,  they
are vague  in defining  the  full  continuum  of  maltreatment."  (p. 330). However,  states are
not  consistent  in defining  maltreatment.  Rycraft,  in reviewing  current  maltreatment
definitions  found  considerable  variance  in definitions  across  the  50 states  reporting  that
"75  percent  of  the states  include  emotional  abuse  and general  medical  neglect  in their
definitions,  60 percent  included  poverty  related  neglect,  and  44 percent  include
educational  neglect."(p.  16).
Douglas  Besharov,  a scholar  for  the  American  Enterprise  Institute  for  Public
Policy  Research  and past  Director  of  the  US National  Center  on Child  Abuse  and Neglect,
reflecting  on efforts  to make  the  laws  more  specific,  states  that  terms  such  as "necessary,"
"proper,"  or  "adequate"  were  added  to some  state  statutes  (Besharov,  1985).  In
Minnesota,  the  laws  use these  ambiguous  terms  as well.  They  fail  to provide  social
workers  and other  mandated  reporters  a clear  definition  of  what  constitutes  neglect  and
adequate  parenting.  Minnesota  uses  non-measurable  terms  such  as "necessary  food,
shelter,  and clothing"  and "actions  which  imminently  and seriously  endangers  the child's
physicalandmentalhealth"(MinnesotaDepartmentofHumanServices,(1991)  (See
Appendix  A  for  complete  definitions  of  Minnesota  Maltreatment  Statutes).
9According  to Huxtable  "Without  clear  definitions  in the  law  there  is considerable
confusion  regarding  minimal  standards  for  providing  care for  children  and the limits  of  parental
authority"  (1994,  p 62). Others  support  Huxtable's  statement.  For  example,  Nelson,
Dainauski  and Kilmer  (1980)  found  that  46 percent  of  county  agency  directors  of  Child
Protective  Services  in Pennsylvania  felt  that  difficulty  in case investigation  resulted  from
the lack  of  clarity  in the law  and the  lack  of  guidelines  established  by the  Department  of
Public  Welfare.  Terms  in the  Pennsylvania  statutes  such  as "suspected,"  "accidental,"
"unsubstantxated,"  "gross"  and "severe"  were  problematic  for  workers  to define  (Nelson,
Dainauski,  &  Kilmer,  1980).  A survey  conducted  by David  Benn  in 1981,  with  over  500
protective  services  social  workers  in Wisconsin,  also emphasizes  the difficulty  in making
decisions  for  workers.  The  survey  reported  that  50 percent  of  the  social  workers  weren't
sure  whether  "bniising  was  severe  enough  to qualify  as a reportable  injury"  or "if  an injury
was accidental or not"  (Kadushin,  1988,  p. 314).  Similarly,  a national  survey  of  child
protection  workers  found  that  56 percent  of  them  believed  "It  was  difficult  to say what  is
and what  is not  maltreatment."  (Wolock,  1982).
Legal definitions  guide  judicial  decision-making  and  because  the  state  laws  on
abuse and neglect are broad, judges  are likely  to interpret  vague  terms  and statutes  on a
case by case basis. Such  interpretations  may  vary  (Giovannoni  &  Becerra,  1979:,  Howing
& Wodarski, 1989). Judicial  precedence  guides  the  definition  of  maltreatment  which  may
or may not be in concert with  community  or cultural  standards.  However,  some  authors
see the benefit in keeping these state  statutes  broad.  They  believe  that  broad  state  statutes
lead to greater sensitivity  to local  community  standards  (Giovannoni  &  Becerra,  1979;
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Howang & Wodarski,  1989).  They  also concede that there is potential  for imposition  of  a
judge's  bias.  Goldstein,  Frued  and Solnit,  criticize  the  ambiguous  child abuse laws
because  the  "existing  laws  delegate  to administrators,  prosecutors  and judges the power  to
invade  privacy  almost  at will"  (Besharov,  1985, p. 21).
State  maltreatment  definitions  guide  professionals  when  making  decisions  about
maltreatment  Hutchinson  (1990)  reports  that  "the  atnbiguity  in existing  definitions  provides
insufficient @iidance to child welfare workers. The lack of clear definitions has contributed to
various  case management  problems  ofunder  reporting,  over  reporting,  low  rates  of
substantiation,  unnecessary  intnusion  into  family  life  and unwarranted  strain  on  the child welfare
system"  (p. 63).  (See for  example,  Besharov,  1990;  Stein,  1984;  Besharov,  1985;
Huxtable,  1994).
Terminology  can be widely  defined.  Child  Protection  workers  make  decisions  by
the  principle  known  as "the  best  interest  of  the  child,"  a term  which  implies  a value,  at
times  of  ideal  ends (Stein  &  Rzepnicki,  1983,  p. 5). The  "best  interest"  standard  suggests
a wide  margin  of  subjectivity  and individual  biases  which  influence  decisions  as to
whether  intervention  should  occur  (Stein  &  Rzepnicki,  1983,  p.5 ).
Aftempts  have  been  made  to develop  standards  to  reduce  the  ambiguity  in child
maltreatment  laws. However,  organizations  often  lack  unifomiity  and consistency  even  when
developingdefinitionsofmaltreatment(Besharov,  1985).  Cricshavequestionedthe
usefulnessoftoolsdesignedtoincreaseconsistency.  Theyhavefoundthemtobeinadequately
designed,  conceptualized  with  theoretical  flaws,  unresearched,  and lacking  validity.  (Besharov,
1985:, McDonald  & Marks, 1990; Wald & Woolvertor4  1992).
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McDonald  and Marks  reviewed  eight  risk-assessment  instruments  currently  in use
throughout  the country  and found  that  all instruments  share a cornrnon  philosophical  base
which  focuses  on future  abuse or negiect  rather  than  substantiated  past abuse or neglect
(McDonald  &  Mark,  1990).  Of  the 88 different  variables  used  in the  risk  assessments,  15 were
most  commonly  used  and 39 or less than  halfhave  been examined  in the empirical  literature.
Few have been tested regarding their predictive validity. Considerable diversity and ambi@iity
in the  instniment  with  regard  to how  the  variables  are conceptualized  and measured  was  clearly
evident.  Researchers  concluded  there  is lack  of  agreement  in the  field  about  what  one should
consider  when  assessing  risk  (McDonald  &  Mark,  1990).  The  relevance  of  most  instruments  is
also questioned.  Few  instruments  have  been tested  before  implementing.  Researchers
concluded  thai  the risk  assessment  is a ighly  idiosyncratic  process  (McDonald  &  Mark,  1990).
Difficulties  in Decision-Making  for  Child  Protection  Workers
Decisions  are sometimes  difficult  for  workers  to arrive  at due  to incomplete  and
contradictory  information.  Archer  and Whitaker  (1992)  compiled  opinions  by experienced
social workers about  decision-making  in child  protection.  The  authors  found  that  one
area of uncertainty  was  caused  by  contradictory  and incomplete  information  and
inadequate time  to reflect  about  decisions.  The  worker  is expected  to decide  whether  or
not a child has been abused. "Workers  are faced  with  hostility,  denial,  volatility,  garbled
communication, lying and  retracting  of  previously  admitted  guilt."  (Archer  &  Whitaker,
1992,  p. 65).
Huxtable  points  out  that the  caseworker  must  judge  events  that  took  place  out  of
the public  eye and  "details  are easily  lost,  overlooked  or  hidden.  Workers,  when  making
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judgments  on maltreatment,  must  rely  on young  children's  testimony  for  evidence.  Young
children,  however,  may  communicate  poorly  or have  clouded  judgment  because  a
significant  amount  of  time  has passed  from  the  maltreatment  incident."  ( Huxtable,  1994,
p. 62).  Katz  and Colleagues  also makes  a similar  point  regarding  the  difficulty  in making
decisions  due  to an absence  of  assembled  data  and  the  existence  of  emotions  such  as anger
(1986).  Except  in the most  extreme  situations,  where  there  is no doubt,  the  worker  must
attach  subjective  meanings  and interpretations  to  various  pieces  of  evidences  (Hutchinson,
1990, Wolock,  1982).
In  Archer  and Whitaker  compilation,  social  workers  report  the  possibility  of  over
or under-involvement  with  cases.  Social  workers  report  that  decisions  are often  made  by
reactions  and subjective  feelings  about  abuse  and neglect  (Archer  &  Whitaker,  1990).
Carr  (1989)  identified  five  countertransference  reactions  which  may  be experienced  by
workers  outside  the  worker's  awareness  which  may  influence  their  assessment  and
decision-making  including  rescuing  the  child,  rescuing  the  parent,  rescuing  the mother  and
child while persecuting  the father,  rescuing  the  father  or  persecuting  the  family.
Huxtable  (1994)  in her  critique  ofthe  child  protection  system  believes  "that  there
is room for misinterpretation  and misrepresentation  when  cultural  norms  differ  between
caseworker  and client"  (p. 63).  A  1992  study  by  Miller  and  Fisher  supports  Huxtable  as
opinion.  Fisher  and Miller  found  that  child  protection  workers  encountered  difficulties
when making decisions  regarding  maltreatment  (1992).  The  researchers  conducted
interviews  with  20 social  workers.  The  study  found  that  social  workers  engaged  in child
protection  investigations  are subject  to "a  battery  of  factors  which  can delay,  dilute  or
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distort  the  evaluation  of  risk."  The  factors  included  family  size, intimidating  nature  of
families,  difficulties  of  being  judgmental  when  worker  and client  come  firom  different
cultural,  racial  or  socio-economic  backgrounds,  lack  of  a knowledge  base, and
inappropriate  supervision  (Miller  &  Fisher,  1992,  p. 137-8).  In  the  study,  one  social
worker  reported  amety  over  applying  middle  class  ideas  about  hygiene  and expected
standard  of  care.  Fisher  and Miller  also found  that  at times  a worker  may  overcompensate
and make  inappropriate  allowances  for  cultural  differences.
Studies  Documenting  Differences  iii  MalLivaLmt2alt  Definitions
According  to Profession
One  of  the  earliest  studies  regarding  professional  definitions  of  maltreatment  was
conducted  in 1964  by Boehm.  Questionnaires  were  mailed  to a representative  sample  of
community  leaders  in Minneapolis,  St. Paul  and  three  rural  counties  in northern
Minnesota.  The  group  included  professionals  in medicine,  law,  education,  nursing,  social
work,  the  clergy,  legislators,  and agency  board  members.  The  questionnaires  included  6
vignettes  typical  of  child  protection  referrals  including  a range  of  problems  and severity.
Vignettes  involved  physical  abuse,  physical  neglect,  hazards  of  health  and emotional
development  but  no actual  physical  abuse  or  neglect,  and a situation  labeled  "contrary  to
community  norms."  The  respondents  chose  a course  of  action  for  each  vignette  including:
the problem  should  be left  to  the  family;  the  family  should  be encouraged  to seek  help
from  a community  agency;  or child  protection  should  intervene  (Boehm,  1964).  The
researchers  found  that  there  was  considerable  variation  in responses.  There  was  80%
consensus  regarding  child  protection  involvement  in cases of  medical  neglect,  58%  for
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cases of  physical  abuse,  48%  for  cases of  delinquency,  40o/o for  cases of  sexual
promiscuity.  Seventy  three  percent  of  the respondents  were  opposed  to child  protection
involvement  in a case where  a child  needed  counseling  and 96%  were  opposed  to child
protection  involvement  in a case of  mental  health  hazards  to a child  (Boehrn,  1964).  The
researchers  also found  that  occupations  were  significantly  related  to opinions  concerning
need  for  outside  help  for  the  family.  Nurses,  social  workers,  clergy  and teachers  ranked
highest for  perceived  need  of  outside  help  and physicians,  lawyers,  and business
manager/owners  ranked  the  lowest  (Boehm,  1964).
In 1979,  Giovannoni  and Becerra  surveyed  a variety  of  professionals  responsible
for detecting  abuse  The  researchers  compared  perceptions  of  maltreatment  by  doctors,
social workers,  lawyers,  and policeman.  The  researchers  administered  156  vignettes  of
parental conduct and had  respondents  rate  them  on a 9 point  severity  of  harm  scale.  Half
of  the vignettes  had consequences  for  the child  and  half  did  not. The  set of  vignettes  was
tested for reliability  and  measured  by Cronbach's  alpha  to be in a range  of  70 to.98
(Giovannoni  & Becena,  1979,  p. 106). The  sample  was  a representative  sample  of  the
population  of  Los Angeles. Of  the 1065  respondents,  there  were  71 lawyers,  113 social
workers,  79 pediatrician  and 50 police  officers  (Giovannoni  &  Becerra,  1979,  p. 26).  The
researchers found  that professionals  disagree  about  the  seriousness  of  the  individual  event
of  maltreatment,  but they  agree  on  the  type  of  event  being  seen (Giovannoni  &  Becerra,
1979, p.l49).  Giovannoni  and Becerra  believed  that  these  differences  were  due  to
professional  differences  in job  functions  (1979).
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In  the  results  of  the  study,  lawyers  rated  the  seriousness  of  all categories  lower
than  any  other  profession.  Sociai  Workers  and police  rated  seriousness  the  highest.
Police  found  that  educational  neglect  was  the  least  serious  while  the  other  professions
found  that  a parent's  sexual  mores  was  the least  serious.  Police  also gave  the  emotional
neglect  category  a lower  rating  than  other  professions.  For  social  workers,  emotional
neglect  was  one of  the  highest  rated. Overall,  the four  professions  found  that  physical
abuse,  sexual  abuse  and fostering  delinquency  are the  most  serious  type  of  maitreatment
(Giovannoni  &  Becerra,  1979,  p. 150-53).
The  researchers  also looked  at some  personal  characteristics  of  the  professionals.
There  were  significant  differences  between  gender  on 36 percent  or  28 vignettes  relating
to basic  care.  These  vignettes  were  not  evenly  distributed  across  type  of  maltreatment.
Women  rated  these  vignettes  more  seriously  than  men  across  professions  (Giovannoni  &
Becerra,  1979,  p. 139).  Respondents  did  not  show  any significant  difference  according  to
child-rearing  experience.
In 1986,  Baily  and Baily  used  vignettes  regarding  emotional  maltreatment  in three
regions  of  the  country  and respondents  were  asked  to rate  the  vignettes  on severity  and
intervention.  The  data  found  mild  differences  between  professionals  in North  and South
and basic  agreement  on what  behaviors  and interventions  should  be taken  with  families
(Ronnau  &  Poertner,  1989,  p. 431).
Ronnau  and  Poertner  (1989)  replicated  the  study  by  Baily  and Baily  on midwestern
professionals  assigned  responsibility  for  protection  of  cMdren.  The  professionals  included
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juvenile  judges,  county  and district  attorneys,  and social  workers  from  child  protection.
The  study  (Ronnau  &  Poertner,  1989),  demonstrated  that  the  least  amount  of  agreement
pertaining  to severity  occurred  between  the  judges  and attorneys.  Generally,  social
workers  agreed  with  both  the attorneys  and  judges  to a greater  extent.  Agreement  about
interventions  was  somewhat  different  where  judges  and social  workers  agreed  the  least.
Social  workers  agreed  with  judges  on interventions  choices  for  65 percent  of  the  vignettes
with  young  children  and  41 percent  of  those  with  older  children  (Ronnau  &  Poertner,
1989).
Studies  Documenting  Differences  in Maitreatment  According  to
Ethnicity.
The  Becerra  and Giovannoni  1979  study  of  the  Los  Angeles  community  found  that
94%  of  African-Americans  and Latinos  gave  more  serious  ratings  of  vignettes  regarding
parental  conduct  than  Whites.  The  researchers  found  that  the  higher  the  education  and
income  level  of  the  respondent,  the  lower  the  seriousness  rating.  African-Atnericans  rated
failure to provide  and supervision  categories  as more  serious  than  did  others.  Latinos
rated drugs, sex, and physical  injury  more  serious  than  others.  (Garbarino  &  Ebata,  1983,
p. 776).
Cosgrove and Gray (1985) explored  the varying  ethnic  perspectives  as they  apply
to the child protection  system. The researchers administered  an exploratory  study  where
the goal was to discover "type  of  harm" that  may  occur  in minority  families  and possible
cultural  factors that could help explain the harm. The  researcher  interviewed  minority
staff  from child abuse prevention  projects.  The  staff  interviewed  were  non-professional
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and professional  workers  with  the  same ethnicity  of  the  projects  they  worked  in  The
researchers  interviewed  14 Mexican-Americans,  3 Filipinos-Americans,  3 Japanese-
Americans,  3 Samoan-Americans,  4 Vietnamese-Americans,  and 7 Blackfeet  Indians.
Respondents  were  asked  to report  child-rearing  practices  that  might  be considered  harmful
by persons  outside  their  culture  in child  protection  services.  The  researchers  found  a
number  of  areas  where  potential  misunderstanding  of  sub-cultural  child-rearing  occurs.
Japanese  respondents  reported  the  fewest  practices  and Vietnamese  the  most  (Cosgrove  &
Gray,  1985).  The  largest  area  for  potential  misunderstanding  for  all groups  was  the
practice  of  delegating  responsibility  to children  and issues  of  dominance  and submission
between  parents  and children  (Cosgrove  & Gray,  1985,  p. 396). The  researchers
concluded  there  are a wide  variety  of  norms  and values  across  cultures  and sensitivity  is
needed  from  the dominant  culture  when  defining  maltreatment  (Cosgrove  &  Gray,  1985).
Similarly,  a study  by Ahn  and Gilbert  (1992)  identified  that  there  are varying
culhiral  perspectives.  The  study  focused  on acceptable  patterns  of  intimacy  among  ethnic
groups  and whether  or  not  they  conesponded  with  the  teaching  of  sexual  abuse
prevention  programs  (Ahn  & Gilbert,  1992).  Data  was  collected  from  a survey  of  364
mothers  representing  six ethnic  groups.  The  sample  consisted  of  95 African-Americans,
30 Cambodians,  56 Caucasians,  96 Latinos,  57 Koreans  and 30 Vietnamese.  (Ahn  &
Gilbert,  1992).  The  research  found  that  Asian  groups  consistently  favored  parent-child
co-bathing  for  a longer  period  of  time  than  other  groups  (Ahn  &  Gilbert,  1992,  p. 415).
Mothers  from  Asian  groups  approved  of  co-sleeping  arrangements  longer  than  other
groups  (Ahn  &  Gilbert,  1992).  Physical  contact  varied  among  the  groups  (Ahn  &  Gilbert,
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1992).  Koreans  and Vietnarnese  found  it acceptable  to have  a grandfather  touch  a
grandson's  genitals  to show  pride  while  other  groups  found  this  to be unacceptable  and
violating  the  child's  rights  (Ahn  &  Gilbert,  1992).  Caucasians,  African-Americans,  and
Latinos  were  comfortable  w'th  parents  kissing  in front  of  a 12 year  old  child;  while  90
percent  of  the  Cambodians  and 73 percent  of  the  Vietnamese  disapproved  of  this  behavior
(Ahn & Gilbert,  1992). The  findings  reveal  variations  among  ethnic  groups  especially
comparing  Asians  with  other  ethnic  groups.  Depending  on the  perspective,  some  of  these
variations  may  or may  not  be defined  as sexual  abuse  by  the  dominant  society.
In their  research, Hong  and  Hong  (1991)looked  directly  at the  ethnic  differences
in perceptions of  child maltreatment. The researchers  sampled  150 individuals  with  equal
representatxon of  Chinese,  Latino,  and White  students  from  the  University  of  California.
The Latino  and White students  were  US  born  and  the  Cinese  were  immigrants  (Hong  &
Hong, 1991)  The researchers  administered  12 vignettes  which  described  parental
conduct.  Each  participant  was  asked  to rate  the  vignette  on seriousness  of  abuse  and to
also choose a course  of  action.  They  found  that  the  data  showed  significant  differences  in
perceptions of  child abuse  and neglect  between  the  Chinese  and Whites  and Latinos.
Chinese are less likely  to choose the  most  intrusive  form  of  intervention  and to  judge  the
cases to be less severe. Latinos  tend  to give  the  highest  severity  ratings.  All  three  groups
ranked parents  similarly  when  parents  exhorted  their  children  to commit  a ce,  blatantly
ignored a child's  physical health, or  had uncornrnon  sleeping  arrangements.  (Hong  &
Hong,  1991),
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Theoretical  and  Conceptual  Framework
Hutchinson  (1990)  postulates  three  theoretical  and conceptual  perspectives
regarding  maltreatment  definitions.  The  three  perspectives  are medical-psychological
approach,  sociological  approach,  and an interactional  approach.
Medical-Psychological
Kempe  and his colleagues  defined  abuse  and neglect  in the 1960's  as "a  disease"
The  aim  of  the  medical  model  was  to defu'ie  and identify  a pathological  process  or
condition  underlying  a symptom  pattern  in a way  that  enables  a therapeutic  intervention
(Hutchinson.  1990).  Hutchinson  states  that  "this  model  assumes  that  society  affords
adequate  opportunities  for  all parents  to provide  needed  physical,  emotional  and social
resource  to their  children  and therefore  any  failure  to care  adequately  for  cmldren  is an
individual  or  family  failure  and requires  an intervention  aimed  at individual  or family
change"  (p. 65). This  medical/psychological  model  is the  basis  for  current  maltreatment
laws. This framework  assumes  that  child  maltreatment  can  be diagnosed,  detected,
prevented, and  treated  (Hutchinson,  1990).  It  also  recornrnends  that  professionals  define
maltreatment  (Hutchinson,  1990).  The  current  child  protection  system  operates  under  this
framework.
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Sociological
The  sociological  perspective  defines  child  maltreatment  within  the context  of  social
attitudes,  social  structure  and resource  distribution..(Hutchinson,  1990,  p.65).  Within  the
sociological  framework,  four  theories  are prominent.  They  are social  labeling,  socio-
cultural,  social  deviance,  and socio-institutional  theory.  The  social  labeling  theory
assumes  that  child  maltreatment  consists  of  those  caregiver  behaviors  toward  children  that
violate  societal  expectations  Child  maltreatment  should  then  be defined  by society
through  public  survey  with  all segments  of  population  represented  (Hutchinson,  1990).
Alter  (1985)  states  that  labeling  theory  SuppOrtS  the  implementation  of  laws  which  apply
legal  sanctions  to deviant  behavior.
The  socio-cultural  perspective  explores  how  cultural  values  affect  adult-child
interactions.  "Cild  maltreatment  is relevant  to such  factors  as the  value  placed  on
children  in the  culture,  cultural  understanding  of  cildren,  cultural  stance  on corporal
punishment,  the  degree  to which  the  culture  prescribes  collective  responsibihty  for  the
welfare  of  children,  and parenting  expectations  regarding  child  care  "  (Hutchinson,  1990,
p. 66). The  cross-cultural  research  is representative  of  this  framework.  This  perspective
emphasizes  that  child  abuse  laws  discriminate  against  minority  cultures  and therefore,
racial,  ethnic  and cultural  perspectives  need  to be included  in the  laws.
Social  deviance  theorists  assume  that  particular  behaviors  cannot  be classified
apart  from  the  social  context.  The  theory  focuses  on  the  niles  and definitions  that  are
used  to label  deviance  as well  and the  participants  and mechanisms  involved  in the  labeling
process  (Hutchinson,  1990,  p. 66). Social  deviance,  like  labeling  theory  directs  attention
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to  public  opinion  but  includes  welfare  institutions  to assist  in resolving  definitional  issues
of  maltreatment  (Hutchinson,  1990)
The  socio-institutional  theorist  defines  society  as abusers.  The  theory  focuses  on
ways  social  structures  and  situational  stressors  contribute  to the  maltreatment  of  cildren.
Interactional
Child  maltreatment  should  be investigated  from  the  combined  perspective  of  cod,
adult  and  environmental  characteristics.  The  theory  focuses  on how  environmental  and
social  factors  interact  with  psychological  processes  to contribute  to  individual  abuse
(Hutchinson,  1990,  p. 68)
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CHAPTER  THREE:  METHODOLOGY
Using  an evaluation  instrument  developed  by Hong  and  Hong  (1991),  this  study
attempted  to analyze  varying  perceptions  of  maltreatment  as reported  by child  protection
professionals  at the  Hennepin  County  Child  Protection  Service  agency,  Minneapolis,
Minnesota.  The  following  questions  are the foci  of  this  study
1. Is there  agreement  on seriousness  of  harm  to children  among  Child  Protection
Workers  at Hennepin  County?
2. Do  personai  characteristics  of  child  protection  workers  affect  their  perception
of  seriousness  of  maltreatment  or course  of  action'7
Hong  and Hong  compared  subject's  ethnicity  to the  varying  perceptions  of
maltreatment.  This  research  examines,  through  survey  research,  whether  personal
characteristics  of  participants  affect  perceptions  of  maltreatment.  The  researcher  used  the
Hong  and Hong  tool  because  of  its short  length  (12  vignettes).  The  researcher  believed
this  instrument  would  be realistic  for  child  protection  workers  to complete  and increase
the  response  rate  compared  to other  instruments  which  included  156  vignettes.  (See
Appendix  B for  complete  1991 study  by Hong  and Hong).
Characteristics  of  Study  Population
The  study  population  consisted  of  child  protection  workers  and child  protection
unit  supervisors  currently  working  at Hennepin  County  Family  and Children  Services.  All
child  protection  workers/supervisors  have  a four  year  degree  in social  work  or a related
field.  Many  of  the  workers  have  Masters  degrees  as well.  All  workers  have  an income
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above  $29,900.  All  Child  Protection  workers  directly  or  indirectly  make  decisions
regarding  parental  maltreatment  The  positions  involved  in these  decisions  are screeners,
intake  workers,  field  workers,  and supervisors.
Location  and  Setting  of  the  Study
The  location  for  the  survey  was  Hennepin  County  Child  Protection  located  in the
Human  Service  Building  in downtown  Minneapolis,  Minnesota.  This  was  the  work  setting
for  the  child  protection  staff  which  is comprised  of  screeners,  intake  workers,  field
workers  and supervisors.  Diversion  workers,  also  a part  of  Hennepin  County  Child
Protection,  were  not  included  in the  survey  because  of  their  location  off-site  and primary
function  of  preventing  child  maltreatment  reports.  The  questionnaire  was  distributed  to all
160  workers  at Child  Protection.
Data  Collection  Instrument
The  data  collection  instrument  used  in tis  shidy  was  a self-administered
questionnaire  (see Appendix  C). The  questionnaire  contained  21 vignettes  which
described  parental  conduct.  Each  research  participant  rated  the  vignette  on a Likert  scale
from  l to 7 regarding  severity  of  perceived  abuse.  Also,  each  participant  chose  a course
of  action.  The  research  participants  also provided  personal  information  about  themselves
including  gender,  age, position,  years  in social  work,  years  in position,  and race/ethnicity.
This  information  was  used  to measure  factors  that  may  affect  participants'  perceptions  of
maltreatment.
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The  first  12 vignettes  were  a replication  of  the 1991  study  conducted  by Hong  and
Hong.  Hong  and Hong's  vignettes  were  developed  firom  previous  studies  conducted  by
Boehm  (1964)  and Giovannoni  and Becerra  (1979)  and from  actual  encounters  in Hong
and Hong's  practice.  Hong  and Hong  do not  report  pre-testing  the  data  instniment  or  its
reliability  and validity.  The  Hong  and Hong  study  focused  on  the  relationship  between
ethnicity  and perceptions  of  child  abuse  and neglect.
Eight  additional  vignettes  were  added  to the  data  collection  tool  from  the 1979
study  conducted  by Giovannoni  and Becena.  The  rationale  for  additional  vignettes  was
that  Hong  and  Hong  did  not  address  the  variable  of  neglect  completely  or  provide  a range
of  maltreatment  on  the  variables.  Hong  and Hong  did  not  include  aspects  of  educational
neglect  and  deprivation  of  basic  needs  in their  questionnaire.  However,  since  they  were
deemed  important,  the researcher  picked  those  vignettes  from  Giovannoni  and  Becerra
that  applied  to these  variables.  Also,  the  researcher  added  a range  of  maltreatment  to the
eight  vignettes.  The  researcher  chose  those  vignettes  which  were  believed  to  best  fit  these
gaps. Giovannoni  and Becerra  used  156  vignettes  in their  study  and randomly  varied  the
dimensions  of  severity  and consequence  for  the child. In developing  the  eight  additional
vignettes,  the  researcher  took  the skeleton  of  the  vignette  Giovannoni  and Becerra
described  and added  descriptive  dimensions.  Since  neither  Giovannoni  and Becerra  or
Hong  and Hong  used  a domestic  abuse  vignette  in their  studies,  one original  vignette  was
developed  and added  to the  questionnaire  describing  a domestic  abuse  situation  between
two  parents..  The  researcher  created  this  vignette  from  practice  experience  Evidence
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exists  that  twenty  percent  of  all intake  assessments  involve  a child  present  during  a
domestic  situation  (AuClaire,  1995).
The  "course  of  action"  choices  were  modified  from  the Hong  and Hong  tool.
Hong  and Hongs'  course  of  action  included  (1)  nothing  needs  to be done  about  this
situation;  (2)  the  family  should  be encouraged  to seek  professional  help;  (3)  or the child
protective  agency  should  be notified  to investigate  and help  the  family.  The  researcher
added  choices  of  removing  or  leaving  the children  in the  parent's  home  and put  the  course
of  action  choices  in the  context  of  the  cild  protection  worker's  duties.  The  course  of
action  choices  for  the  study  were  modified  to (l)  nothing  needs  to be done  about  this
sttuation  ; (2)  child  protection  should  not  be involved  and the  family  should  be referred  to
a community  agency,  (3)  child  protection  should  open  a case and the  child  should  remain
in the home with  the  parents;  (4)  child  protection  should  open  a case and the  child  should
be placed in foster-care.  Course  of  action  number  two  for  the  Hong  and Hong  tool  and
the research  instrument  are essentially  the  same.  The  wording  was  changed  to fit the
context of  the child protection  worker's  duties  The  rationale  for  adding  choices  of
placement was  that it is a typical  decision  cod  protection  workers  must  make  for  children
when  maltreatment  has occurred.
Data  Collection  Procedures
A cover letter and questionnaire  were  distributed  to each  child  protection
worker/supervisor  through  their  Hennepin  County  mail  boxes.  Participants  anonymously
complete the questionnaire  and returned  it to  the  researcher's  mailbox  located  at Hennepin
County. A return  envelope  was  provided  to ensure  anonymity.  (See  Appendix  C and D).
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Measures
Hong  and Hong  used  statistical  measures  of  a one  way  measure  of  variance
(ANOVA)  to test  for  overall  significant  difference.  For  items  with  significant  F-tests,
Hong  and Hong  used  Tukey's  HSD  procedure  to examine  specific  differences  among
variables.  The  chi-square  was  used  in the  analysis  of  the  choices  of  action  in dealing with
the situations  described  in the  vignettes.  The  researcher  used  the  ANOVA  and chi-square
test  to compare  for  overall  significant  difference.  The  researcher  also compared  and
ranked  mean  scores  and standard  deviation  scores  to determine  trends  in the  data.
Protection  of  Human  Subjects
Because  of  the limited  number  of  workers  at Hennepin  County  who  were  persons
of  color,  the  researcher  decided  to make  race/ethnic  background  optional  for  the
participants  to complete.  This  ensured  that  the  participants  were  anonymous  to the
researcher.  Without  this  option,  the  researcher  may  have  been  able  to identify  respondents
combined  with  other  background  information  provided.  The  researcher  did  not  know
which  participants  returned  the survey.  Data  was  confidential  and only  available  to the
researcher.  Data  was  kept  in a locked  file  cabinet  in the  researcher's  home  and will  be
destroyed  in September  of  1995.
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CHAPTER  FOUR:  FINDINGS
Of  the 160  questionnaires  mailed  to child  protection  workers,  53 respondents
returned  completed  questionnaires.  Three  questionnaires  were  excluded  from  the results
because  the  respondents  held  positions  which  did  not  allow  them  to decide  on child
maltreatment.  The  overall  response  rate  was  31%.
Ofthe50questionnairesincludedinthisstudy,  58%oftherespondentswere
female  and 42%  were  male.  Eighty-two  percent  of  those  responding  were  Caucasian.  The
majority  of  the  respondents  were  field  workers  (68%),  and the  remainder  were  intake
workers(22o/o)andsupervisors(10%).  Mostoftheworkershadbeenintheircurrent
position  for  under  5 years  (56%),  and less than  one  third  had  held  their  position  for  6-10
years  (28o/o).  Concerning  years  of  social  work  experience,  30%  of  the  respondents  had
less than  5, 16%  had 6-10,  20%  had 11-15,  14%  had 16-20,  and 20 o/o had over  21.
Child  Protection  Worker  Consistency
Table  4. 1 summarizes  the  child  protection  workers  rating  of  maltreatment  for  the
vignettes  by  the  mean  score  reported.  The  vignettes  are ranked  from  most  to  least  severe.
The minimum  and maximum  score  on the  maltreatment  scale  are reported  to distinguish
the range  of  answers  for  each  vignette.  The  range  for  the  vignettes  was  from  1 to 7.
Standard deviation  scores  are also listed  and ranked  according  to most  to least  variance  on
the vignettes.  "Leaving  a child  with  a neighbor"  reported  the  most  variance  from  the
mean  score  (sd=2.07)  and "Ignomg  rashes  and  beating"  and  "branding  for  stealing"  had
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Table  4.1
Mean  Score  Reported  For  Child  Protection  Workers  on 21 vignettes
Beating  and  Branding  for  Stealing  * (2)  5. 78
Beating  for  not  Doing  Homework  (8)
Child  Hurt  in  Domestic  Situation  (21)
Show  Child  Pornography  (13)
Using  Dnigs  in  Front  of  Daughter  (7)
Left  Alone  bv  Parents  (4)
Ignore  Rashes  and  Sores  (5)
Leave  Children  with  Neighbors  (14)
Do  Not  Bathe  Child  for  Weeks  (17)
5.14
4.47
4.40
3.77
3.71
3.63
3.59
3.22
Child  Tniant  (18) 3.00
Child  Plays  near  Broken  Glass  (15) 2.92
50  Parent  High  on  Marijuana  (16) 2.83
Girl  Dressed  by  Parents  as Bov  (3)
Scratching  to Make  Feel  Better  (12)
2.80
2.71
AskedtoSleepwithLonelyMother(10)  2.49
Parent  not  Take  Child  to Dentist  (20) 2.41
Children  Run  around  with  No  Clothes  (19)  2..40
Girl  Sleeps  in  Parents  Room  (11)
Refuse  to Take  Girl  to Counselor  (9)
2.34
2.33
Boy  Sleeps  in  Parents'  Room  (6) 2.26
Standard
(Likert  scale  from  l to 7)
1.12  (16i  3.00  7.00
1.25  (13) 2.00 7.00
1.44  (9) 2.00 7 00
1.63  (2) 1.00 7.00
1.63  (2) 1.00 6.50
1.54  (5)
1.11 (17)
1.00
1.00
6.00
6.00
2.07  (l) 1.00 7.00
1.25  (13) 1.00 6.00
1.16  (15) 1.00 5.00
1.41  (11) 1.00 6.00
1.51  (6) 1.00 7.00
1.51  (6) 1.00 6.00
1.58  (4) 1.00 7.00
1.62  (3) 1.00 6.50
1.29  (12) 1.00 5.00
1.47  (8)
1.51 (6)
1.00
1.00
6.00
6.00
1.42  (10) 1.00 6.00
1.50  (7) 1.00 6.00
Encourage  to Steal  from  Market  (l) 2.19 1.24  (14) 1.00 6.00
*Refers  tO vignette  number  in  questionnaire.
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the  least  amount  of  variance  (sd=l.  11 and sd=l.  12). Response  rates  for  each  vignette
were  from  48 to 50 with  the exception  of  the  vignette  encouraging  a child  to steal  firom
the market  which  had a response  of  45 workers.
Overall,  child  protection  workers  rated  vignettes  where  children  were  physically
hurt  as the most  serious.  The  vignette  "beating  and branding  a child"  was  rated  the
highest  (mean  score  5. 78),  the  vignette  "beating  a cild  for  not  doing  their  homework"
was  rated  second  highest  (mean  score  5.14),  and  the  vignette  "a  child  hurt  in a domestic
situation"  was  rated  third  highest  (mean  score  4.47).  Child  protection  workers  rated
situations  of  delinquency,  uncommon  sleeping  sihiations,  and  refusal  of  counseling  as the
least  serious.  The  vignette  "encouraging  a child  to steal"  was  rated  the  least  serious
maltreatment(meanscoreof2.l9)  Vignettes"aboysleepinginhisparentsroom"and"a
girl  sleeping  in her  parents  room"  were  rated  the  second  and fourth  least  serious  (mean
scores  of  2.26  and 2.34).  Vignette  "parents  refusing  to take  their  child  to a counselor"  was
rated  third  least  serious  (mean  score  of  2.33).
Table  4.2 surnrnarizes  the  course  of  action  responses  for  the  50 subjects.  Child
protection  workers  had  the strongest  agreement  for  vignette  "cild  hurt  in a domestic
situation"  which  produced  agreement  in 74 percent  of  the  respondents  that  child
protection  should  be involved  with  the  family  and that  the  child  should  remain  in the
parent's  home.  Child  protection  workers  were  in disagreement  about  whether  a child
should  remain  in the  home  or be placed  in foster  care  in vignette  "beating  and branding  for
stealing."  Forly-four  percent  of  the  workers  would  leave  the  child  with  the  parents  and
48 percent  would  place  the  child  in foster-care  in this  case.  Child  protection  workers  were
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also in disagreement  for  vignettes  "left  alone  by parent"  and "do  not  bathe  child  for
weeks"  42 percent  of  the  workers  did  not  see these  situations  as needing  child  protection
intervention  while  50 and 52 percent  of  the  workers  (respectively)  would  recommend
child  protection  intervention.
Table  4 3 indicates  the amount  of  agreement  among  child  protection  workers  on
child  protection  intervention  for  the  21 vignettes.  Over  50 % of  child  protection  workers
would  recommend  intervention  in families  lives  for  the  first  8 vignettes.  These  vignettes
involve  physical  harm  and supervision  issues  by parents.  Similarly,  over  50%  of  the
workers  would  agree  that  for  the  last 13 vignettes  child  protection  should  not  intervene  in
families  lives.
Table  4 4 indicates  that  for  the course  of  action  choices,  when  one divides  them
into  categories  of  whether  to open  or not  to open  a case, there  was  agreement  in 9 of  the
21 vigneffes  more  than  75%  of  the  time.  Table  4.5 suggests  when  the  courses  of  action
are left  as four  individual  choices  rather  than  two  categories,  there  was  agreement  in 13 of
the  21 vignettes  less than  50 % of  the  time.
Table  4.2
Child  Protection  Worker  Course  Of  Action  Responses
Description  of  Vignette
COURSE
(percent'
Beating  and  Branding  for  Stealing  (2)
Beating  for  not  Doing  Homework  (8)
Child  Hurt  in  Domestic  Situation  (21)
Show  Child  Pornography  (13)
Using  Drugs  in  Front  of  Daughter  (7)  2
Left  Alone  bv  Parents  (4)
Ignore  Rashes  and  Sores  (5)  2
Leave  Children  ivith  Neighbors  (14)  4
Do  Not  Bathe  Child  for  Weeks  (17)
Child  Truant  (18)
Child  Plavs  near  Broken  Glass  (15)
Parent  High  on  Marijuana(16)
Girl  Dressed  by  Parents  as Bov  (3)
Scratching  to Make  Feel  Better  (12)  2
Asked  to Sleep  with  Lonely  Mother  (10)
Parent  not  Take  Child  to Dentist  (20)  2
Children  Run  around  with  No  Clothes  (19)
Girl  Sleeps  in  Parents  Room  (11)
Refuse  to Take  Girl  to Counselor  (9)  2
Boy  Sleeps  in  Parents'  Room  (6)
Encourage  to Steal  from  Market  (l)  4
All  Vignettes 1
8
14
8
2
28
6
19 37
ACTION
CD
(o/o) (%)
48  44
64  24
74  4
48  24
44  12
48  2
60  2
46  12
52
58  32
36
26  10
12  2
32  2
16  6
24
18
18  4
24
22  2
10  2
36 7
**+Nothing  needs  to be done  about  the  situation
C=CPS  opens  a case, cliild  remains  in  the  home
B=Family  should  be refened  to community  agency
D=CPS  opens  a case. child  placed  in  foster-care
*"'These  refer  to  the  course  of  action  options  for  each  of  the  vignettes  in  the  questiomiaire.
Table  4. 3
Overall  Worker  Agreement  For  Child  Protection  Intervention
Percent  DoNotOpen  Percent
Open  A  Child  Protection  Case  of  Worker  A  Child  Protection  Case  of  Worker
(C+D)  Agreement  (A+B)  Agreement
Beating  and  Branding  for  Stealing  94 oA Girl  Dressed  bv Parents  as Bov  86 oA
Beating  for  not  Doing  Homework  88 % Encourage  to Steal  from  Market  84 %
Child  Hurt  in  Domestic  Situation  78 % Children  Run  around  with  No  Clothes  82 %
Show  Child  Pornography  72 % Asked  to Sleep  with  Lonely  Mother  78 %
Ignore  Rashes  and  Sores  62 % Girl  Sleeps in  Parents  Room  78 oA
Leave  Children  ivith  Neighbors  58 % Boy  Sleeps in  Parents'  Room  76 %
Using  Dnigs  in  Front  of  Daughter  56 % Refuse  to Take  Girl  to Counselor  74 %
Do  Not  Bathe  Child  for  Weeks  52 oA Parent  not  Take  Child  to Dentist  74 %
Left  Alone  bv Parents  50 % ChildTruant  68%
Child  Plavs  near  Broken  Glass  64 %
Parent  High  on  Marijuana  64 %
Scratching  to Make  Feel  Better  64 %
A=Nothing  needs  to be done  about  the situation
C=CPS  opens  case. child  remains  in  the home
A/B  = No  child  protection  intenention
B=Family  should  be referred  to community  agency
D-CPS  opens  a case. child  placed  in  foster-care
CfD=Child  protection  intervention
Table  4.4
Percentage  Of  Agreement  According  To  Child  Protection  Intervention  Or  No  Child
Protection  Intervention
Agreement  of  Workers
0 % - 25 o/o
26 % - 50 o/o
51 % - 75 o/o
76% - !00%
Number  of  Vignettes
CPS
o
o
6
3
No  CPS
o
o
6
6
Total
o
o
12
9
Table  4. 5
Percentaze Of  Agreement  According  To Course Of  Action
Agreement  of  Workers
0 % - 25%
26 % - 50%
51% - 75%
76% - 100%
Number  of  Vignettes
o
13
8
o
Personal  Characteristics  of  Respondents
The  respondent's  personal  characteristics  oftype  of  position,  years  in current
position,  years  in social  work,  age, gender,  and race/ethnicity  were  analyzed  to determine
if  the  characteristic  varied  respondent's  perception  of  maltreatment  or choice  of
intervention.
Position
The  response  by position  for  the  questionnaire  included  11 intake  workers,  34 field
workers,  and 5 supervisors.  No  screeners  returned  the  questionnaire.
Severity  rating  by position  is summarized  in Table  4.6. Field  workers  consistently
rated  vignettes  higher  in severity  than  the  supervisors  rated  them. Field  workers  gave  the
highest  severity  response  in 15 of  the  21 vignettes.  Supervisors  rated  the  vignettes  as least
serious  in 20 of  the  21 vignettes.  The  three  positions  were  in agreement  that  the  "beating
and branding  for  stealing"  vignette  was  most  serious.  Aside  from  that,  each  position
varied  in ranking  the  vignettes  according  to severity.  An  analysis  of  variance  test
(ANOVA)  indicated  that  there  were  significant  differences  in rating  by  position  for
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vignettes  "beating  for  not  doing  homework,"  "show  child  pornography;'  "leave  child with
neighbor,"  "asked  to sleep  with  lonely  mother,"  and "boy  sleeps  in parent's  room."  These
results  however,  should  be looked  at cautiously  due  to the  unequal  sample  and small
sample  of  supervisors.
Table  4.7 summarizes  the  course  of  action  choices  for  vignettes  by position.  The
findings  indicate  that  field  workers  chose  child  protection  intervention  more  often than
either  intake  workers  or supervisors  for  the 21 vignettes.  The  chi  square  test  indicated  no
significant  relationship  between  positions  and choice  of  action  for  any of  the  vignettes.
These  results  should  be looked  at with  caution  because  where  there  were  20%  of  the  cells
with  an expected  frequency  of  fewer  than  5, Royce  (1991)  reports  that  the  produced  chi-
square  can  be invalid.
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Table  4.6
Mean  Score  Reported  By  Position  For  21 Vignettes
m
Test  DescriptionofVigneffe  Intake  Field  Supe#sor
N=ll  N=34  N=5
Mean  Score  Reported:  ( ) Rank  Order  of  Vignettes
NS  Beating  and  Branding  for  Stealing  (2)  5.73 (l)  5.91 (l)  5.00  (l)
S Beating  for  not  Doing  Homework  (8)  5.00 (2)
NS  ChildHurtinDomesticSihiation(21)  4.36 (4)
S ShowChildPornography(13)  4.64 (3)
NS  Using  Dnigs  in  Front  of  Daughter  (7)  4.30 (5)
NS  Left  Alone  by Parents  (4)  3.82 (6)
NS  Ignore  Rashes  and  Sores (5)  3.46. (7)
S LeaveChildrenwithNeighbors(14)  3.10(9)
NS  DoNotBatheChildforWeeks(17)  3.09(10)
NS  ChildTniant(18)  3.18(8)
NS  ChildPlavsnearBrokenGlass(15)  3.02(11)
NS  ParentHighonMarijuana(16)  3.18 (8)
NS  Girl  Dressed  by  Parents  as Boy  (3)  2.73 (12)
NS  Scratching  to Make  Feel  Better  (12).  1.80  (18)
S AskedtoSleepimthLonelyMother(10)  1.82(17)
NS  Parent  not  Take  Child  to Dentist  (20)  2.55 (13)
NS  ChildrenRunaroundwithNoClothes(19)  2.09(15)
NS  Gixl  Sleeps  in  Parents  Room  (11)  1.73  (19)
NS  RefusetoTakeGirltoCounselor(9)  2.18(14)
S Boy  Sleeps  in  Parents'  Room  (6)  1.55  (20)
NS  Encourage  to Steal  from  Market  (l)  1.90  (16)
S=significant  ANOVA  test,  p <  .05.
5.41 (2)  3.60  (3)
4.54 (4)  4.20  (2)
4.65 (3)  2.20  (6)
3.63 (8)  3.60  (3)
3.78 (7)  3.00 (4)
3.79 (6)  3.00  (4)
3.99 (5)  1.50  (10)
3.39 (9)  2.40  (5)
3.09 (10)  2.00  (7)
2.94  (12)  2.40  (5)
2.84 (14)  2.00  (7)
2.97  (11)  1.80  (8)
2.94  (12)  3.00 (4)
2.87  (13)  1.40  (11)
2.55 (16)  1.20  (12)
2.50  (18)  2.40  (5)
2.65 (15)  1.60  (9)
2.53 (17)  1.40  (11)
2.65 (15)  1.20  (12)
2.42  (19)  1.40  (11)
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Table  4. 7
Course  Of  Action  Responses  By  Position  For  21 Vignettes
Position
Intake  Workers
Field  Workers
Supervisors
A  B  C  D  A+B  C+D
(o/o) (%)  (o/o) (%)  (%)  (%)
21 44  29  6 65  35
16
40
40
24
36
30
8
6
56
64
44
36
"*chi-square  not  significant  for  21 vignettes  (p <.05  ).
A=Nothing  needs  to be done  about  the  situation
C=CPS  open  a case.  child  remains  in  the  home
B=Family  should  be referred  to community  agency
I-CPS  open  a case. child  placed  in  foster-care
A+B=Do  not  open  a CPS  case C+D=0pen  a CPS  case
Years  in  Current  Position
Responses  categorized  by years  in cunent  position  are summarized  in Table  4.8
and Table  4.9  The  number  of  responses  in categories  11-10  years  (N=3),  16-20  years
(N=2),  and over  21 years  (N=3)  was  not  a large  enough  sample  for  comparison  or
significance.  According  to Witte  (1993),  the number  in a sample  needs  to  be 5 because  an
unduly  small  sample  size will  produce  an insensitive  hypothesis  test  and  miss  even  a large,
important  effect.  Therefore,  in analyzing  the  data  involving  years  in current  position,  the
researcher  included  only  groups  with  O-5 years  experience  (N=28  ) and 6-10  years
experience  (N=14).  These  two  groups  were  in agreement  about  ranking  the  first  four
vignettes  as most  severe. The  comparison  also showed  that  workers  with  O to 5 years
experience  rated  the  vignettes  higher  than  the  more  experienced  workers  (6-10  years)  did
concerg  19 of  the  21 vignettes.  The  two  exceptions  were  "vignettes  scratching  to
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make  feel  better"  and "children  running  around  with  no clothes  on."  An  analysis  of
variance  (ANOVA)  suggested  significance  difference  on 5 of  the 21 vignettes  This  data
is inconclusive,  however,  because  of  the  small  sample  size of  three  of  the  five  categories.
As  indicated  in Table  4 9, those  who  had  less experience  chose  more  intrusive
intervention  choices  with  families  than  those  respondents  with  more  experience.  The  chi-
square  was  used  to test  for  a statistically  significant  relationship  between  years  of
experience  and course  of  action  choices.  The  chi  square  was  inconclusive  due  to  the  small
sample  size.
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Table  4.8
Mean  Score  Reported  Bv  Years  In  Current  Position  For  21 Vignettes
Sign
Test  Description  of  Vignette
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
Beating  and  Branding  for  Stealing  (2)
Beating  for  not  Doing  Homework  (8)
Child  Hurt  in  Domestic  Situation  (21)
Show  Child  Pornography  (13)
Using  Dnigs  in  Front  of  Daughter  (7)
Left  Alone  bv Parents  (4)
.Ignore  Rashes  and  Sores  (5)
Leave  Children  with  Neighbors  (14)
Do  Not  Bathe  Child  for  Weeks  (17)
0-5  6-10  11-15  16-20  21+
N=28  N=14  N=3  N=2  N=3
Mean  Score  Reported:  ( ) Rank  Order  of  Vignettes
5.89  (11  5.21 m 6.33  7.00  6.33
5.54  (2) 4.79 (2)  3.67  4.00  5.33
4.91  (3) 3.57 (4)  6.00  2.50  4.33
4.71  (4)
4.09  (5)
3.88  (7)
4.04  (6)
4.09(5)
4.36 (3)  3.33  2.00  4.33
3.23  (5)  4.00  1.00  5.33
3.36 (6)  4.00  1.00  5.33
3.14 (8)  4.33  1.50  3.00
2.92 (9)  3.67  1.00  3.67
3.32  (8) 3.21 (7)  3.67  1.00  2.68
Child  Truant  (18) 3.46  (9) 2.43  (13)  2.00  1.00  3.00
NS Child  Plays  near  Btoken  Glass  (15)
NS  Parent  High  on  Marijuana  (16)
3.25  (10)
2.98  (11)
2.36  (15)  3.33  1.00  3.33
2.50  (12)  2.67  1.00  4.33
NS
Girl  Dtessed  bv  Parents  as Boy  (3)
Scratching  to Make  Feei  Better  (12)
2.89  (12)
2.82  (14)
2.43  (14)  2.00  4 00  3.67
2.85  (10)  1.67  1.50  3.00
NS Asked  to Sleep  with  Lonely  Mother  (10)  2.63  (15) 2.50(12)  1.33  1.00  3.33
NS Parent  not  Take  Child  to Dentist  (20) 2.85  (13) 1.93  (17)  1.68  1.00  2.33
ChildrenRunaroundwithNoClothes(19)  2.32(20) 2.64  (11)  1.00  1.00  4.33
NS
NS
Girl  Sleeps  in  Parents  Room  (11)
Refuse  to Take  Girl  to Counselor  (9)
2.50  (17)
2.54  (16)
2.36(15)  1.67  1.00  2.33
2.21  (16)  2.00  1.00  2.00
.NS  Boy  Sleeps  in  Parents'  Room  (6) 2.46  (19) 2.21  (16)  1.00  1.00  2.67
NS Encourage  to Steal  from  Market  (l) 2.35  (18) 1.92  (18)  1.67  1.00  3.33
S=significant  ANOVA  test, p <.05
Table  4. 9
Course  Of  Action  Responses  By  Years  In Current  Position  For  21 Vignettes
Years  in
Current  Position
0-5  Years
6-10  Years
B
(o/)
39
42
C  D  A+B  C+D
(%)  (%)  (%)  (%)
36  9 55 45
31 4 65  35
""chi-square  inconclusive,  (p  <.05  ).
A=Nothing  needs  to be done  about  the  situation
C=CPS  open  a case, child  remains  in  the  home
A+B=Do  not  open  a CPS  case
B=Family  should  be teferted  to community  agency
I-CPS  open  a case,  child  placed  in  foster<are
C+D-Open  a CPS  case
YEARS  IN  SOCIAL  WORK
As indicated  under  demographics,  the  respondent's  social  work  experience
included  a variety  of  experience.  Table  4. 10 summarizes  the  respondents'  rating  of
vignettes  according  to years  in social  work.  The  respondents  agreed  that  the first  3
vignettes  should  be ranked  as most  important.  The  respondents  ranked  vignettes,  "leave
child  with  neighbor"  and "girl  dressed  as boy"  differently.  Those  workers  with  O-5 and 6-
10 years  experience  ranked  "leave  child  with  neighbor'  as 3rd  and  4th  in importance
(respectively)  while  others  ranked  this  vignette  with  less irnponance.  "Girl  dressed  as
boy"  was  ranked  5th  for  those  with  over  21 years  of  experience  while  others  ranked  this
vignettes  lower.  An  ANOVA  test  showed  no significant  difference  for  19 of  the  21
vignettes  for  social  work  experience.  The  ANOVA  indicated  significant  differences
among  groups  of  social  work  experience  regarding  the  vignettes  "child  hurt  in a domestic
situation"  and "parent  not  taking  child  to dentist."  These  results  must  be looked  at
cautiously  because  of  the  unequal  N  values  for  years  expenence.  Witte  (1993)  reports
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that  the power  of  N  needs  to be greater  than  10 for  ANOVA  test  to accommodate  for
non-normality  in unequal  sample  sizes.
The  chi-square  for  respondents  course  of  action  choices  was  insignificant  for  20 of
the  21 vignettes.  "Child  truant"  was  statistically  significant  for  groups  and their  choice  of
intervention.  The  results,  however,  should  be looked  at cautiously  because  of  the
expected  frequency  of  20 percent  of  the  cells  was  less than  5. Overall,  the  results  also
indicated  that  groups  with  0-5,  6-10  and over  21 years  of  experience  chose  child
protectionintervention50%ofthetime.  Thoseworkerswithll-15yearsofexperience
chose  CPS intervention  less than  30o/o of  the  time,  and those  with  16-20  years  chose  child
protection  intervention  less than  40%  of  the  time.
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Table  4.10
Mean  Score  Reported  Bv  Years  in  Social  Work  For  21 Vignettes
Sign
Test  Description  of  Vignette
NS  Beating  and  Branding  for  Stealing
0-5  6-10  11-15  16-20  21+
-YRS  -YRS  -YRS X!3L  -YRS
N=15  N=8  N=10  N=7  N=10
Mean  Score  Reported:  ( ) Rank  Order  of  Vignettes
5.80  (l)  6.12  (l)  5.20  (l)  5.86  (l)  6.00  (l)
NS  Beating  for  not  Doing  Homework  5.40  (2)
Child  Hurt  in  Domestic  Sihiation  5.40  (2)
NS Show  Child  Pornography 4.33  (4)
NS Using  Dnigs  in  Front  of  Daughter  4.03  (6)
NS
NS
NS
NS
Left  Alone  by  Parents
Ignore  Rashes  and  Sores
Leave  Children  ivith  Neighbors
Do  Not  Bathe  Child  for  Weeks
4.03  (6)
4.07  (5)
4.40  (3)
3.60  (7)
NS Child  Truant 3.60  (7)
NS
NS
NS
NS
Child  Plays  near  Broken  Glass
Parent  High  on  Marijuana
Girl  Dressed  by  Parents  as Bov
Scratching  to Make  Feel  Better
3.47  (8)
3.23  (9)
2.73  (14)
2.40  (18)
5.63  (2)  5.10  (2)  4.86  (2)  4.60  (2)
4.94  (3)  3.60  (4)  4.43  (3)  3.60  (4)
5.63  (2)  4.30  (3)  4.43  (4)  3.60  (4)
4.25(5)  3.11(6)  3.57(6)  3.70(3)
4.25  (5)  3.10  (7)  3.43 (7)  3.60  (4)
3.88  (6)  3.30  (5)  3.71 (5)  3.10  (5)
4.44(4)  2.44(11)  3.29(8)  2.89(6)
3.75  (7)  2.80  (8)  3.29  (8)  2.56  (9)
3.25  (9)  2.60  (10)  2.43  (12)  2.67  (7)
2.88(11)  2.70(9)  2.86(11)  2.40(11)
3.00  (10)  1.80  (15)  3.43  (7)  2.89  (6)
3.43  (12)  2.80  (8)  1.86  (15)  3.10  (5)
3.71(8)  2.22(13)  3.14(9)  2.60(8)
NS  Askedto  SleepwithLonelyMother  2.97  (11)  2.25  (15)  1.60  (18)  3.14  (9)  2.40  (11)
NS
NS
NS
NS
Parent  not  Take  Child  to Dentist
Children  Run  around  No  Clothes
Girl  Sleeps  in  Parents  Room
Refuse  to Take  Girl  to Counselor
Boy  Sleeps  in  Parents'  Room
3.07  (10)
2.53  (17)
2.87  (12)
2.64  (16)
2.67  (15)
2.50  (14)  2.60  (10)  1.43  (17)  2.50  (10)
2.50(14)  1.60(18)  3.00(10)  1.90(13)
2.13  (16)  1.70  (17)  2.86  (11)  2.00  (12)
2.63  (13)  2.40  (12)  2.14  (14) 1.67  (14)
2.00  (17)  2.10  (14)  2.29  (13)  2.00  (12)
NS Encourage  to Steal  from  Market 2.86  (13) 1.58  (18)  1.78  (16)  1.50  (16)  2.40  (11)
S=significant  ANOVA  test. p <.05
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Table  4. 11
Course  Of  Action  Responses  By  Years  In Social  Work  For  21 Vignettes
Years  in
Social  Work
0-5  Years
6-10  Years
11-15  Years
16-20  Years
21+  Years
A B
(o/o)
37
37
47
41
27
c D
(o/o)
8
9
6
7
8
C+D
(o/o)
49
47
29
37
50
""'significant  chi-square  for  l ("child  truant"  ) of  21 of  the  vignettes  (p <.05  ).
A=Nothing  needs to be done about the sihiation  B=Family  should  be referred  to community  agency
C=CPS open a case. child  remains in the home D=CPS  open a case. child  placed in foster-care
A+B=Do  not open a CPS case C+D-Ope- n a CPS case
AL:
The respondents  ranged  from  21 to 60 years  of  age.  Seven  of  the respondents
were 21-30, 18 were  31-40,  17 were  41-50,  and 8 were  51-60  years  of  age.  Table  4. 12
summarizes the rating and ranking  of  vignettes  according  to age. Respondents  agreed  on
ranking the first 5 vignettes as most severe. The  21-30  age group  also included  "leaving
child with a neighbor" as third in severity  The  "scratching  to make  feel  better"  vignette
was also ranked 5th by the 51-60 age group  while  others  ranked  this  vignette  as lower
than 12th. The ANOVA  test  found  "parent  not  taking  cid  to dentist"  and "refuse  to take
girl to counseling" as statistically  significant  according  to age group.  These  findings  must
be looked at cautiously however,  because  N  between  groups  was  less than  10
Nineteen of  the 21 course  of  action  choices  for  vignettes  were  not  significantly
related to the respondent's age. The "parent  not  taking  child  to dentist"  and "child  truant"
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vignettes  were  found  to be statistically  significant  by age group.  These  resuits  however
must  be looked  at cautiously  given  that  20%  of  the  frequency  of  cells  are less than  5. An
overall  trend  was  shown  however  where  respondents  in the  21-30  age group  chose  child
protection  intervention  more  often  (55%)  than  other  groups  These  results  are
summarized  in Table  4. 13.
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Table  4.12
Mean  Score  Reported  Bv  Age  For  21 Vignettes
Sign.
Test  Description  of  Vignette
21-30
Years
N=7
31-40
Years
N=18
41-50
Years
N=17
51-60
Years
Mean  Score  Reponed:  ( ) Rank  Order  of  Vignettes
NS  Beating  and  Branding  for  Stealing  (2)  6.00  (1)  5.94  (l)  5.83 (1) 5.00 (l)
NS  Beating  for  not  Doing  Homework  (8)  5.86  (2)  5.33 (2)  5.00 (2) 4.36 (2)
NS  Child  Hurt  in  Domestic  Situation  (21)  4.86  (4)  4.81 (4)a 4.29 (3) 3.75 (4)
NS  ShowChildPornography  (13)  4.00  (5)  5.11(3)  3.94 (4)  4.13 (3)
S Using  Dnugs  in  Front  of  Daughter  (7)  3.64  (9)  4. 12 (5)  3.47  (5)  3.75 (4)
NS  Left  Alone  by Parents  (4)  3.79 (6)  4.06  (7)  3.41 (6)  3.50 (5)
NS  Ignore  Rashes  and  Sores (5)  3.67  (8)  4.11(6)  3.41 (6) 3.00 (8)
NS  LeaveChildrenwithNeighbors(14)  5.00(3)  3.58(8)  3.07(7)  3.38(6)
NS  Do  Not  Bathe  Child  for  Weeks  (17)  3.71 (7)  3.39 (10)  3.00  (8)  2.86 (9)
NS  ChildTruant(18)  3.29(10)  3.17(11)  2.88(9)  2.57(11)
NS  ChildPlays  near  Broken  Glass  (15)  3.14 (11)  3.44  (9)  2.59  (10)  2.25 (13)
NS  Parent  High  on Marijuana  (16)  2.93 (12)  3.00  (13)  2.53 (11)  3.00 (8)
NS  GirlDressedbyParentsasBoy(3)  2.67(15)  3.44(9)  2.18(14)  2.75(10)
NS  SCratChingtOMakeFeelBetter(12)  2,00(19)  2.89(14)  2.40(12)  3.50(5)
NS  Asked  to Sleep  with  Lonely  Mother  (10)  2.93 (12)  2.28  (18)  2.29  (13)  3.00 (8)
S ParentnotTakeCliildtoDentist(20)  2.83(13)  3.00(13)  2.06(15)  1.50(16)
NS  ChildrenRunaroundwithNoClothes(19)  2.29(18)  2.56(16)  1.88(18)  3.25(7)
NS  Girl  Sleeps  in  Parents  Room  (11)  2.43 (17)  2.28  (18)  2.06  (15)  3.00  (8)
S Refuse  to Take  Girl  to Counselor  (9)  2,57  (16)  3. 12 (12)  1.50  (19)  2.13 (14)
NS  BoySleepsinParents'Room(6)  1.86(20)  2.67(15)  1.94(16)  2.38(12)
NS  Encourage  to Steal  from  Market  (l)  2.71 (14)  2.37  (17)  1.93 (17)  1.88  (15)
S=significant  ANOVA  test,  p <.05
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Table4.l3
Course  Of  Action  Responses  Bv  Age  For  21 Vignettes
m
21-30  Years
31-40  Years
41-50  Years
51-60  Years
A
(o/"O)
16
12
B
37
c
""significant  chi-square  for  2 ("child  truant"  and  "parent  not  take  child  to dentist  )
of  21 of  the  vignettes  (p  <.05).
A=Nothing  needs  to be done  about  the  situation  B=Family  should  be refened  to community  agency
C=CPS  open  a case, child  remains  in  the  home  D=CPS  open  a case. child  placed  in  foster-care
A+B=Do  not  open  a CPS  case  C+D-Open  a CPS  case
Gender
As indicating  in Table  4. 14 and Table  415,  there  were  no significant  differences
between  males  and females  in perceiving  maltreatment  for  vignettes.  The  course  of  action
choices  did  not  relate  to respondent's  gender  for  any  of  the  21 vignettes.
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Table
 4. 14
Mean
 Score
 Reported
 Bv
 Gender
 For
 21 Vignettes
Sign
Test
 Description
 of  Vignette Female
N=29
Male
N=21
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
Beating
 and
 Branding
 for  Stealing
 (2)
Beating
 for
 not  Doing
 Homework
 (8)
Child
 Hurt
 in  Domestic
 Situation(21)
ShowChildPornography
 (13)
Using
 Drugs
 in
 Front
 of  Daughter
 (7)
Left
 Alone
 by Parents
 (4)
Ignore
 Rashes
 and
 Sores
 (5)
Leave
 Children
 with  Neighbors
 (14)
Do  Not  Bathe
 Child
 for
 Weeks
 (17)
Mean
 Score
 Reported:
 ( ) Rank  Order
 of  Vignettes
5.82
 (l)
 5.71 (l)
5.34
 (2) 4.86
 (2)
4.33
 (4) 4.67  (3)
4.38  (3) 4.43
 (4)
3.63
 (7)
3.71
 (6)
3.95
 (5)
3.71
 (6)
3.79
 (5) 3.43  (7)
3.08
 (10) 3.16
 (9)
3.25
 (8) 3.19
 (8)
NS Child
 Tniant
 (18) 3.11
 (9) 2.86
 (11)
NS
NS
NS
NS
Child
 Plavs
 near
 Broken
 Glass
 (15)
Parent
 High
 on
 Marijuana
 (16)
Girl
 Dressed
 bv
 Parents
 as Boy  (3)
Scratching
 to Make  Feel
 Better
 (12)
3.03
 (11)
2.78  (13)
2.89  (12)
2.75  (14)
2.76
 (12)
2.90
 (10)
2.67
 (13)
2.65
 (14)
NS AskedtoSleepivithLonelyMother(10)
 2.64(15) 2.29
 (17)
NS Parent
 not
 Take
 Child
 to Dentist
 (20) 2.64  (15) 2.10
 (20)
NS ChildrenRunaroundwithNoClothes(19)
 2.28(18) 2.57
 (15)
NS
NS
Girl
 Sleeps
 in  Parents
 Room
 (11)
Refuse
 to Take  Girl  to
 Counselor
 (9)
2.45  (16)
2.41
 (17)
2.19(19)
2.21
 (18)
NS Boy
 Sleeps
 in  Parents'
 Room
 (6) 2.45  (16) 2.00
 (21)
NS Encourage
 to Steal
 from
 Market
 (l) 1.98  (19) 2.47
 (16)
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Table  4. 15
Course  Of  Action  Responses  By  Gender  For  21 Vignettes
Gender
Female
Male
B c D
""chi-square  indicates  no significant  differences  for  21 vignettes,  (p <.05  ).
A=Nothing  needs  to be done  about  the  situation  B=Family  should  be referred  to community  agency
C=CPS  open  a case, child  remains  in  the  home  D=CPS  open  a case. child  placed  in  foster-care
A+B=Do  not  open  a CPS  case  C+D=0pen  a CPS  case
Race/Ethnicity
Table  4. 15 surnrnarizes  the  responses  according  to race/ethnicity.  However,  it
should  be noted  that  82o/o of  the  responses  to  the  questionnaire  were  Caucasian  (N=41).
The  sample  size for  comparing  perceptions  of  maltreatment  according  to race  and
ethnicity  was  too  small  to report  findings  or  test  for  significance  (African-American  N=3,
Latino  N=2,  Asian,  Asian-American  N=2,  Other-Polish-American  N=1,  No  Response
N=l).
Table
 4. 16
Mean  Score
 Reported
 Bv  Race/Ethnicitv
 For  21
 Viznettes
Description
 of  Vignette
Beating
 and
 Branding
 for  Stealing
 (2)
Beating
 for
 not  Doing  Homework
 (8)
Child
 Hurt
 in  Domestic
 Situation
 (21)
Show
 Child
 Pornography
 (13)
Using
 Dnigs
 in  Front  of
 Daughter
 (7)
Left
 Alone
 by Parents
 (4)
Ignore
 Rashes
 and
 Sores
 (5)
Leave
 Children
 with  Neighbors
 (14)
Do
 Not  Bathe
 Child
 for
 Weeks
 (17)
Child
 Truant
 (18)
Child
 Plays
 near
 Broken
 Glass
 (15)
Parent
 High
 on  Marijuana(16)
Girl
 Dressed
 by  Parents
 as Boy
 (3)
Scratching
 to Make
 Feel
 Better
 (12)
African-
 Asian-Am
 Other
Amer.
 Cauc.
 Asian
 Latino
 PolAm
N=3
 N=41
 N=3
 N-2
 N-1
(Mean
 score
 for  vignettes)
4.67
 5.83
 6.00
 5.00
 7.00
3.67 5.20 5.00 6.00 -4 00
5.33 4.26 4.50 5.50 6.00
4.67 4.32 5.00 5.00 4.00
4.00 3.65 3.75 5.00 4.00
3.67 3.71 3.75 4.00 2.00
4.00 3.53 4.50 4.00 3.00
2.67 3.63 5.50 2.50 3.00
2.67 3.18 3.50 4.00 4 00
4.00 2.93 3.50a 3.50 1.00
4.00 2.73 3.00 4.00 5.00
3.00 2.68 3.00 3.50 1.00
2.67 2.78 3.00 3.50 1.00
2.33 2.90 1.50 1.50 2.00
,%kedtoSleepwithLonelyMother(10)
 2.67
 2.39
 4.25
 3.00
 2.00
Parent
 not
 Take
 Child  to  Dentist
 (20) 3.00 2.28 4.00 2.00 1.00
ChildrenRunaroundwithNoClothes(19)
 2.67
 2.27
 4.50
 2.00
 100
Girl
 Sleeps
 in  Parents
 Room  (11)
Refuse
 to
 Take  Girl  to Counselor
 (9)
Boy
 Sleeps
 in  Parents'
 Room  (6)
2.00
2.33
2.33
2.20
2.21
2.15
4
 00
3.00
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.00
2.00
2.00
1.00
Encourage
 to Steal
 from
 Market
 (l) 2.00 2.04 3.50 4.00 1.00
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CHAPTER  FIVE:  RECOMMENDATIONS  AND  CONCLUSION
Discussion
This  study's  focus  was  to answer  the  following  research  questions:
l Is there  agreement  on seriousness  of  harm  to children  among  Child  Protection
Workers  at Hennepin  County?
2. Do  personal  characteristics  of  child  protection  workers  affect  their  perception
of  serious  of  maltreatment  or course  of  action?
Only  a partial  answer  is suggested  by the  study  results.  For  agreement  among
workers,  the  results  indicate  that  child  protection  staff  consider  situations  of  physical
harm  to be most  severe,  and accordingly  chose  child  protection  intervention  in these
situations  Child  protection  workers  were  most  consistent  in defining  seriousness  of
maltreatment  and choosing  courses  of  action  for  areas  involving  physical  harm.  The
results  also show  that  cild  protection  workers  were  less than  76oA in agreement  for
choosing courses  of  action  for  approximately  half  of  the  vignettes.  The  results  indicated
even less agreement  (under  50oA for  half  of  the  vignettes)  when  workers  considered  four
courses of  action choices. The results suggest  that overall  between  workers,  the ranking
of  the  severity  of  vignettes  varied.
The findings suggest  that  gender  does  not  account  for  different  perceptions  of
severity of  maltreatment  or  course  of  action.  Although  the  findings  of  this  study  were
statistically  inconclusive  in determining  if  personal  characteristics  of  position,  years  in
social work,  years  in current  position,  age, and race/ethnicity  affect  perceptions  of
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seriousness
 of  maltreatment
 or
 course
 of  action,
 some
 overall
 trends
 were
 apparent
 in the
study.
 Younger
 workers
 with  less experience
 in social
 work
 or less
 years
 in current
position
 tended
 to rate
 maltreatment
 more  seriously
 and chose
 to intervene
 by opening
 a
child
 protection
 services
 case more  often.
 Supervisors
 rated
 the  severity
 of  maltreatment
in
 the  vignettes
 as less than  did
 the intake
 or
 field  workers.
These
 trends
 may
 be explained
 by the
 fact  that
 in deterrnining
 maltreatment,
 the
less
 experienced
 worker
 may  not  be callous
 to
 the  child
 protection
 system's
 limitations.
The
 more
 experienced
 workers
 may  be
 conditioned
 to the  responses
 of  the
 court,
supervisors,
 and
 severity
 of  cases.
 Therefore,
 the  threshold
 for  determining
 maltreatment
and
 neglect
 may
 be higher
 for  the  experienced
 worker
 compared
 to
 the less
 experienced
worker.
 Similarly
 this  explanation
 may
 hold  true  for
 position
 as well.
 An
 intake
 worker's
job
 function
 is closer
 to
 deterrnining
 substantiation.
 A  lack
 of  resources
 for
 protective
services
 may  mean
 that
 only  the
 most
 severe
 cases may  be opened.
 It  would
 follow
 that
the
 intake
 worker's
 threshold
 for  deterrnining
 abuse
 and neglect
 may
 be igher  than
 field
workers.
 Supervisors
 work  closer
 to
 the  policy
 issues
 of  child
 protection
 services.
 Being
on
 an administrative
 level,
 supervisors
 are aware
 of  the lack
 of  resources
 as well
 as a
current
 trend
 to
 push  cases
 through
 the
 system
 quicker,
 and
 consequently
 the  supervisor's
threshold
 for  deterrnining
 maltreatment
 may  be higher
 than
 other  positions.
It
 is interesting
 to note
 the  differences
 in the
 Hong  and  Hong
 study
 and the
 results
of
 this  study.
 Table
 5
 1 compares
 the
 results
 of  this
 study  to Hong
 and Hong's.
 It
appears
 that
 child
 protection
 workers
 rated  the
 vignettes
 less
 seriously
 than
 the subjects
 in
Hong
 and
 Hong's
 study.
 There
 was  agreement
 regarding
 "beating
 and branding
 for
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stealing"  between  CPS and the  other  groups  but  disagreement  between  CPS  and the  Hong
and Hong  subjects  regarding  "girl  dressed  as boy"  and "encourage  to steal  from  market."
Hong  and Hong  participants  rated  these  vignettes  very  high  and ranked  them  as very
important  while  respondents  in this  study  did  not.
Similarly,  Table  5 2 compares  the  two  study  results  and participants  agreement  on
need  for  child  protection  involvement.  The  respondents  here  were  much  more  likely  to
open  a child  protection  case for  the  cases of  physical  harm  while  child  protection
intervention  varied  depending  on the  ethnicity  of  the  participant  for  the  Hong  and Hong
study.  Respondents  here  did  not  feel  that  cid  protection  should  be involved  for  vignette
"encourage  to steal  from  market."  Over  54%  of  the  Hong  and Hong  participant's  agreed
that  CPS involvement  was  needed  in this  vignette.
The  differences  between  Hong  and  Hong's  study  and  this  study  may  be explained
by  the cunent  system's  emphasis  on the  legal  definitions  and legal  system  workers
encounter.  The  lack  of  resources  in the  child  protection  system  results  in child  protection
only  opening  those  cases which  are perceived  to be most  serious  and which  may  be
substantiated  in court.  Child  protection  workers  must  rely  on state  statutes  to define
child maltreatment.  Statutes  are generally  clear  as to  what  constitutes  physical  abuse.
ISSues of  emotional  abuse  lack  physical  evidence  comparatively.  Physical  abuse  is easier
to substantiate  in court.  Therefore,  it is easier  to feel  confident  about  making  a
maltreatment  decision.  Respondents  here  selected  consistently  those  vignettes  which
included language  such  as beating,  sores,  branding,  rashes,  as high  in severity.  All  of  these
terms  suggest  documentablxty.  In contrast,  the  cornrnunity  as represented  in Hong  and
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Hong's  study  did  not  use maltreatment  statutes  or  the  court  system  to define abuse but
relied  on what  they  believed  to be acceptable  parenting  in their  community.
Table  5. l
Child  Protection  Maltreatment  Ratings  Compared  To  Hong  And  Hong  Studv
Description  of  Vignette
Beating  and  Branding  for  Stealing
Beating  for  not  Doing  Homework
Using  Dnugs  in  Front  of  Daughter
Left  Alone  bv  Parents
Ignore  Rashes  and  Sores
Girl  Dressed  bv  Parents  as Bov
Scratching  to  Make  Feel  Better
Asked  to Sleep  w'th  Lonely  Mother
Girl  Sleeps  in  Parents  Room
Refuse  to Take  Girl  to Counselor
Bov  Sleeps  in  Parents'  Room
Encourage  to Steal  from  Market
Hong  and  HongResults  (199])
Chinese  Latinos
N-50
Study  Results
CPS  Whites
N-50  N-50  N=50
(Ratings  in  Means:  Rank  order  in  Brackets)
5.78  (1)  6.54  (1)  5.32  (2)
5.14  (2)  5.84  (2)  4.50  (8)
3.77  (3)  4.92  (7)  4.60  (7)
3.71 (4)  5.26  (5)  4.76  (4)
3.63  (5)  4.70  (8)  4.66  (5)
2.80  (6)  5.70  (3)  4.92  (3)
2.71(7)  5.24(6)  3.00(11)
2.49  (8)  3.84  (11)  3.76  (10)
2.34  (9)  3.34  (12)  3.00  (11)
2.33  (10)  4.08  (9)  3.80  (9)
2.26  (11)  4.04  (10)  4.62  (6)
2.19  (12)  5.70  (3)  5.94  (l)
6.58  (l)
5.84  (5)
5.78  (6)
5.96  (4)
5. 28 (8)
6. 28 (2)
5.62  (7)
4.54(11)
3. 40(12)
4. 86 (9)
4.84(10)
6.06  (3)
Note:  The  data  in  colunin  2,3.  and  5 are  from  "Comparative  Perspectives  on  Child  Abuse  and  Neglect:
Chinese  Versus  Hispanics  and  Wbites  by  L.K.  Hong  and  L.K.  Hong,  1991,  Child  Welfare,  70.
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Table  5.2
CMd  Protection  Course  Of  Action  Choices  Compared  To  Hong  And  Hong  Studv
StudvResults  HongandHongResults(1991)
CPS  Whites  Chinese Latinos
Description  of  Vignette
Beating  and  Branding  for  Stealing
Beating  for  not  Doing  Homework
Using  Dnugs  in  Front  of  Daughter
Left  Alone  bv  Parents
Ignore  Rashes  and  Sores
Girl  Dressed  by  Parents  as Bov
Scratching  to Make  Feel  Better
Asked  to Sleep  with  Lonely  Mother
Girl  Sleeps  in  Parents  Room
Refuse  to Take  Girl  to Counselor
Boy  Sleeps  in  Parents'  Room
Encourage  to Steal  from  Market
-N=50  -N=50  :  -N-5
(Amount  of  agreement  to  open  CPS  case  in  percent)
94  80  38  66
88  70  34  70
56  40  42  64
50  42  34  64
62  32  36  48
14  28  28  30
34  54  16  64
22  12  14  18
22  6 14  8
24  24  18  30
24  16  32  20
12  62  64  54
Note:  The  data  in  column  2.3.  and  5 are  from  =Comparative  Perspectives  on  Child  Abuse  and  Neglect:
Chinese Versus Hispanics  and Whites by L.K. Hong and L.K. Hong, 1991,. Child  Welfare. 70.
At  the  most  general  level,  the  findings  provide  some  additional  support  for  the
contention  that  defining  maltreatment  is problematic  for  workers  except  in situations
where  evidence  is extreme  and clear  cut  (See  for  example:  Wolock,  1982;  Hutchinson,
1990;  Archer  &  Whitaker,  1992).  The  study  is inconclusive  in determining  if
race/ethnicity  effects  the  way  maltreatment  is perceived  as some  literature  suggests  (See
for  example:  Hong  and Hong,  1991;  Giovanni  &  Becerra  1979;  Cosgrove  & Gray,  1985;
Garbarino&Ebata,1983).  Itisinterestingtonote,however,thatcomparingthewhite
participant's  in the  Hong  and Hong  study  and the  predominantly  white  (82%)  survey
response  from  child  protection  workers,  that  there  was  significant  variance.
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Limitations  of  the  Study
It should  be noted  that  the  results  of  the studies  may  have  varied  because  of  the
lack  of  information  given  in the  vignettes.  Four  of  those  surveyed  communicated  through
notes  left  in place  of  completed  surveys  that  many  of  the  vignettes  did  not  provide
adequate  information  as described  in the  screener's  guidelines  to determine  maltreatment
and therefore  they  could  not  complete  the  questionnaire.  Those  in the  position  of
screeners  and intake  workers  were  particularly  vocal  in stating  this.  In  addition,  screeners
felt  unable  to answer  the  questionnaire  because  their  fiinction  involves  determining  the
need  for  investigation  of  cases and not  in opening  cases or placing  children.  There  is
some  support  in the  literature  however,  which  states  that  frequently  workers  make
decisions  with  incomplete  information  ( See for  example:  Archer  &  Whitaker,  1992:,
Huxtable  1994;  Katz  &  Colleagues,  1986)  and that  the  guidelines  such  as the Screeners
Decision-Making  Guide  are not  necessarily  reliable  or valid  in determining  abuse
(McDonald  &  Mark,  1990;  Wald  &  Woolverton,  1992).  (A  copy  ofthe  Screener
Decision-Making  Guide  is located  in Appendix  E).
Another  limitation  is that  the original  study  instrument  used  did  not  report  its
validity  or  reliability.  Also,  Hong  and Hong  did  not  offer  any  compelling  scientific
evidence for choice of  vignettes  or method  of  developing  the  instniment.  The  Hong  and
Hong tool  was chosen however,  because  of  its short  length,  and necessary  modifications
were implemented  because  the  Hong  and Hong  tool  was  limited  in defining  a range  of
maltreatment. Tis  study  may  be limited  as well  because  of  modifications  to the  original
instrument  for  this  study,  none  of  which  were  pre-tested.
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Another  limitation  here  is the  representativeness  of  the  study  respondents.  As
noted  earlier,  the  study  response  did  not  include  all child  protection  worker  positions  such
as screeners.  The  responses  were  mostly  field  worker.  The  study  was  voluntary  and
anonymous.  Only  those  participants  who  responded  were  measured.  This  was  necessary
to protect  the  rights  of  the  subjects  and increase  respondents  accurately  depicting  there
attitudes.
The  survey  was  also limited  in representing  the personal  characteristics  of  workers
by age, position,  years  in current  position,  years  in social  work,  and race/ethnicity.  The
researcher  was  unable  to obtain  same  number  of  responses  (N=50)  for  each  category  as
did Hong  and  Hong.  Unequal  response  rates  and samples  which  were  less than  five
resulted  in an inability  of  the  study  to establish  significant  findings  and comparison
between  personal  characteristics.  Future  surveys  may  need  to  be quota  sampled  in order
to compare  groups  and accurately  test  for  significance.
Certain  characteristics  of  the  survey  response  also  limit  the  ability  to generalize  the
findings  to the  general  population.  It  may  only  be possible  to generalize  the  results  to a
population  which  is predominately  white  and comprised  of  participants  whose  function  is
child  protection  field.
Recommendations
Some  of  the  feedback  combined  with  the  results  of  this  study  also  indicate  that
fiiture  research in the  area  of  worker  consistency  is needed.  Modifications  of  this  study
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would  be useful  in deterrnining  more  conclusive  results.  A  representative  sample  of  each
personal  characteristic  and a larger  survey  size would  be helpful  to determine  significance
between  workers  in perceiving  seriousness  of  maltreatment  and choosing  a course  of
action.  Future  researchers  would  be wise  to test  the  study  instniment  for  reliability  and
validity  before  proceeding.  In  a broader  context,  research  also needs  to be conducted  on
increasing  the  validity  and reliability  of  instruments  used  by  child  protective  agencies  to
detere  maltreatment.
This  study  findings  also suggest  that  child  protection  agencies  might  consider
addressing  the  issue  of  worker  consistency  in determining  course  of  action  choice  w'th  the
family.  The  researcher  discovered  that  this  topic  is being  addressed  concurrent  to this
study  at Hennepin  County  where  the  child  protection  agency  conducted  at least  one
formal  meeting  to discuss  worker  inconsistency  (See  Appendix  F for  Hennepin  County
Memo  on  consistency  written  by David  Sanders,  Director  of  Family  and  Children's
Services).  The  child  protection  agency  will  be forming  work  groups  comprised  of
department  staff  and supervisors  to address  this  issue.  The  research  is unsure  at this  time
of  the ability  of  the  work  group  to make  changes.  The  researcher  suggests  that  the child
protection  agency  consider  the following:
1. As  an agency,  continue  to address  the  issue  raised  regarding  inconsistency
between  workers  including  exploring  agency-wide  standards  for  minimal  parenting
expectations.
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2. Provide  education  and training  for  workers  on maltreatment  decision-making.
and include  training  in decision-making  for  new  employees.  This  may  include  reviewing
vague  case scenarios  in groups  with  both  experienced  and less experienced  workers.
3. On a policy  level,  explore  ways  to address  the problem  of  varying  perceptions
regarding  communities  and professionals.  The  agency  might  examine  how protection
workers  may  become  more  inclusive  of  community  standards.
4. Also,  on  a policy  level,  develop  more  precise  child  maltreatment  definitions
within  child  protection  and work  towards  nanower  state  and federal  definitions.
Conclusion
Although  the  study  was  inconclusive  in determining  if  personal  characteristics  of
position,  race,  age, years  in social  work  or current  position  changed  perceptions  of  child
maltreatment,  it appears  that  this  study  did  indicate  that  between  workers  there  is some
inconsistency  when  choosing  intervention  strategies.  While  it is encouraging  that  workers
were  consistent  in defining  maltreatment  for  incidents  of  physical  harm,  the  variance  in
other  situations  is troubling  because  of  the  potentially  intrusive  and disruptive  intervention
of  child  protection.  This  researcher  recommends  that  further  studies  be implemented
regarding  consistency  and that  child  protection  agencies  examine  the  issue  of  worker
inconsistency.
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Appendix  A: Minnesota  Child  Maltreatment  Statutes
Minnesota  Stahites  on Neglect  states  that  "neglect  means  failure  by a person  responsible  for  a
child's  care to supply  a child  with  necessag  food,  clothing,  shelter  or medical  care when
reasonable  able to do so or failure  to protect  a child  from  condition  or actions  which
imminently  and seriously  endanger  the  cffld's  physical  or mental  health  when  reasonable  able to
do so. Notg  in this section  shall be coed  to (i) mean  that a child  is neglected  solely
because  the  child's  parent,  guardian  or  other  person  responsible  for  his care  in good  faith  selects
and depends  upon  spiritual  means  or prayer  for  treatment  or care  of  disease  or  remedial  care  of
the child,  or (ii)  imposes  upon  person,  not othese  legally  responsible  for  providing  a child
with  necessary  food,  clothing,  shelter,  or medical  care, a duty  to provide  that  care.  Neglect
also means  medical  neglect  as defined  in section  260.015,  subdivision  10, clause  e which  states
medical  neglect  includes  the  withholding  of  medically  indicated  treatment  from  a disabled  infant
withalife-threateningcondition."  (AResourceGuideforMandatedReporters,  1991,p.  15).
Minnesota  Stahite  on Physical  Abuse  states that "physical  abuse means any physical  or
mental  irjury  or threatened  injury,  inflicted  by a person  responsible  for  the child's  care on a
child  other  than  by accidental  means  or any physical  or mental  injury  that  cannot  reasonably  be
explained  by  the  child's  history  of  injuries,  or any aversive  and deprivation  procedures  that  have
not been authorized  under  section  245.825*."(A  Resource  Guide  for  Mandated  Reporters,
1991,  p. 15).
* This  section  refers  to procedures  used in facilities  serving  persons  with  mental  retardation  and
related  conditions.
Minnesota  Statute  on Sexual  Abuse  states that "sexual  abuse means the subjection  by a
person  responsible  for  the child's  care or by a person  in a position  of  authority;  as defined  in
section  609.341,  subdivision  lO*,  to any act which  constitutes  a violation  of  sections  609.342,
609.343,609.344,or  609.345**.  Sexual  Abuse  also includes  any act which  involves  a minor
which  constitutes  a violation  of  section  609.321  to 809.329***  or 617246****.  Sexual
Abuse  includes  threatened  sexual  abuse."  (A  Resource  Guide  for  Mandated  Reporters,  1991,
p. 14)
*This  section  states: "'Position  of  authority'  includes  but  is not  limited  to any person  who  is a
parent or acting  in the place of  a parent  charged  with  any of  parent's  rights,  duties  or
responsibilities  to a child,  or a person  who  is charged  wath any duty  or responsibility  for  health
welfare,  or supenrision  ofthe  child.."  (AResource  Guide  for  Mandated  Reporters,  1991,  p. 14)
**These  sections  describe  the element  of  c  sexual  conduct  in the first  through  fourth
degrees.
***These  sections  describe  prostitution  and related  offenses.
*"'**These  sections  refers  to  the  use  of  minors  in  sexual  perfomiances.
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Appendix  B: 1991  Hong  and  Hong  Study
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trddihrin  rri conrrilnoing  tri a wwscultuml  rmdersmnding  (!/'
t'liild  misrrenrment.  the smdy  callsJor  Iwighteried  serisirivin'
m tqiprnmhirig  issues oftdnrse  mid  riegleer  in minority
gr'nups.
The  need for  culturiil  sensitivity  in understanding  child  abuse  and neglect  has
become  proininent  in tlie  past decade  lGarbarino  and Ebata  1983;  Giovannoni
Gerirge K. Hrmg. Ph.l).,  rs As.sruinre Prtileswr,  Drvr.irtiri O/ Admimirrmrmt  tutt/
Cournelirig,  St'/itx!  o.l'Edm  mrrm. Ctdil'tirnitr.Swe  Ums'er.iris', /-os Angt4es.  CA. [mi'-
rence K. HollA+, Pli.D.,  rs Prn/r.nnr.  Depmrnienr o/ Stx'io/tigv.  Ctdiliwnrri  Srare Unr-
i'er:srt). Los Angele.s. CA. Prwrirm.s rrl rlirs ur'iu'le  u'ere pre.uamed m rlre Annmd  Com'enrmn
of ihe Amerrcmi  Stn'iri/ogiui/  As.sneimirm,  S(III Frmu'i.uri,  CA, Augusr. 1989. I'he
mriliors  nviu/r/  like tri rlumk rhe /ii//nii'ing  rridrvidual.'i  /in' rherr lielp iri rrdl(ocrrrig rhe
dara.' Wilrram  Dtrrmugli,  /k/tirum  Detirmnn:  Tanice  Frdr=: Hm'rier  Hm'vnrm:  Wimmn
Wn.istui.'  mit/ Eur-Ynuri,q  Yu. Wrilmur rlwir,qeriernurs'  om/ pmrem'ra. rlii.s restanrt/t
till)ul(/  nnl  /lol'P  rieen pryvsdsle.
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4(+4 CHIL.1)  Wt:lFARt:  I Viil+imc  IXX.  Ntimhci  4 /.liily  /(ugrii.l  1')91 6tiorqt'  K. Hony  / /.tni'it'iii  ta K  //tmg 465
and Beccrra 1')7'): Gang 1')85; Gray iind Cnsgnivc 1985. Knrhin 1')80i. Tliis
concern  iiriscs  l'nnn  Ilic  awiircncss  Ihiif  ntir  <lcl'initions  ol' d'iilcl  inistrcalincnf
cntild he liinitcd.  Chill-rciiring  1iracliccs  cliiingc O'i'cr  liinc  iind differ  Ul:r(ISS
culturts.  What  is acceptable  and cnininnn  priiclicc  in one ctilturc  inighl  be
considered  unacceptable in anollicrlKnrhin  1')81: Mayliall and Nurgard  1983i.
Circumcision  ol' male inl'ants is a cogent cxiimlilc.  While this practice is
routinely  carried  nut  in the  Middle  East  and  in the United  Stiilcs,  it is abhoned
by miiny  in Asiii  hecatisc  llicy  hclicvc  tliii(  the prnccdui'c  cxpt+scs  inliinls  to
tinncccssiiry risk iintl Iiiiin.
Mi+rc specilically.  aliprclicnsiun  is gmwing  in llic 11nilcd Slaies lli.il  social
sliincl;irdii  f'nr (reiilincnt  ul'  cliillrcn  could  he hiasctl  in l'iivur  nf  some  selected
scginci'ils  ('11 llic society.  sucli as tlic white iniddlc cltiiis lGiuviinntmi  tinl
Beccna  197')i. iind  nll'icrs  ivho arc in posilinns  ol' social and pml'cssion;il
pi+wcr  lGiirhiirinn  ;ind F.h;ipi 1')811. Ohviuusly.  cxircnusin  in tlic ptirsuit  nf
ciilltir;il  rcl;ilivisin  in;iy  nut lie in Ilic hcsl  inlciciits  Ill'  ciflicr  Ihc cliild  or Ilic
si+cicly.  One li;iii lu lind ii liiiliincc  hclwccn liimniing  Sll(le0"!i  nliligiilinn  It)
lin+lccl  cliildicn  iind pmvi<ling  siilcgtiar<lii  Inr iiunnrily  giniips Irnin rmwar-
riinlctl  interference  in llicir  prclcrcnccs  iind  pr;icliccs.
Must  indmtltiiilii  in Ilic  llnilcd  Sliilcs,  rcgtinllc'i'i  nl cullui;if  hiickgnurnds,
l%lnll(l  piuhiihly  agicc  lli:il  hcliiiviurs  sucli  :l'l  scxu:il  ;icltvilic'i  wtlh  chilrlrcn
or dclihcrii(c  d'lurts  It)  injure  children  iirc  cliild  iniiilrciilincnl.  Iiut  %11me sit-
uiitinns  liill  imn  ii gray  arcii.  cspcciiilly  wlicn  cllmic  nnnnrilics  arc involved.
Adding  itiiihcr  in ihc  cnnlusinn,  prnl'csi;ioniil  literiittirc  and rclcvam  legal
iitiiffllcs  alien  (Ill  nnt  pmvidc  prcciiic  dcl  mitinnii  nl ahtiiic  iincl  neglect  l I:dwardq
and Gil 19861
'ru  irani.latc  ctilltiriil  scni,itivily  inln  practice.  we intiiit  lirht  hiivc  adcqtiatc
dcliniliun'i  nl cliild  iihusc  ;ind  ncglccl  tlia( incltidc  Ilic  clhiuc  ininui'ily  pcr-
spcclivcs  lGray iind Coiipmvc 1')851 Hul wliiil  itrc Ilic similarities  and dil'-
Icrenccs in Ilic pcrccli)inns  nl cliild ahtiiic iind neglect liclwccn Ihc clhntc
ininnrilici;  ;ind  tlic  while  in;ijurily'.'  Whiit  arc lhc  siinihiritics  iind  diilcieitccs
innnng  the  ininnritics'?  Frnin  a Ilicnrcticiil  standpoint.  these qucstiuns  arc
importimt  hccatisc  tlicy  iniiy  Iciitl  In ii lransculturiil  dcl'ini(inn  nl cliild  m;tl-
Ircalincnl  iii iulclilinn  ln intriiculturiil  dclinilinnii.  Fnmi  ii prtic(ical  viewpoint,
ansss'ers  lo these  qucslinns  inay  cnahlc  tiii to (ransliifc  the  cnnccrn  ahnul  cumtral
sensitivity  into  iiclinns  lliiil  liiivc  sncial  policy  iind  clinictil  iinpliciitinns.
The  present  study  provides  diita  for tinswcring  sninc  questions.  It deals
willi  Ilic  qticstinn  whether  Chinese  iininigranls,  tone ol' llic  l'iislci;l-growing
elhnic  gnnips  in the United  Sliilcs,  aic  dillcrcnl  Iruin  whites  in their  pcrccp-
linns  or  child  ahuiic  iind  ncglecl  and  cninpiircs  the  Chinese  willi  the I lispamcs,
:mnllier  I;iiil-gmwing  mini+rily.  lit  see if' llicrc  iirc  iiny  inlcrclluiic  <lillcrcnccs
Althougli  research  on the views  ol'  blacks  and Hispanics  on child  abuse  and
neglect  has hecn  publislicl  IGinvannnni  and  Becerra  1979i, little  information
is availahlc  cm Cliincsc  Aincriciins.  For  example,  in a computer  search  of' the
DIAl.OG  bi}ilingriiphy  dalahasc.  only  one study was l'ciund-an  unliuhlished
dissertation  lGnng  19851  in whicli  the  authorinvestigated  60 Asian  Americans,
ol' whom  50 were  Chinese.  Unl'ortunatcly,  the Cliinese  were  not analyzed
separately  froin  ll'ie other  subjects.  who  were  Filipinos.  Thus,  as the author
herself  cautioned.  llie  l'indings  were  confounded  (Gong  1985:  1051.
Methodology
Stmi7i/t'
A quota  siiinplc  (11' 150  individuiils.  consisting  of  an equal  number  of  Chinese,
Ilislianics,  and wliilcs.  wiis ulitaincd  in 1')8Fi For this sluly.  The subjects were
clinscn  l'niin  sludcnls  liiking  gcncriil  cducatinn  cliisscs  in the sociology  dc-
parlincnt  iil  Ol1e nl'llic  ml)'if  cllmiciilly  heterogeneous  universities  in Calil'ornia.
Its stutlcnl  hndy,  priin;irily  l'inm  tlic wnrking-class  neighborhoods  adjacent
In tlic ctiinlitis,  i'i iilinns(  cqtially  tlividcd  ainong Asians, Iliii1iiinicii,  and whites.
Tlic iiiiinlc  waii  miidc tip  nl' Ilic l'iriit 50 individuals  in ciich ul' the target
grciups  who  met  tlie l'ollowing  critcriii:  the Chinese  must  be iminigriints;  the
Hispanics  and  the  whites  must  be U.S.-bom  or  have  been  living  in this  country
since  eiirly  childhood.  Witli  llic  exception  of  three  whites  who  were  born
outside  of' tlie  country,  all Ihe nun-Chinese  subjects  were  U.S.-born.  The
sample  included  63 inalcs  (21  Chinese,  16 Hispanics,  26 whites)  and 87
females  (2')  Cliinese,  34 Hispiinics,  24 whites).  The  incdian  family  incomes
rnr  llie  lmee  gmups  are all in the $30,000  range.
Althougli  Ilic  sampling  procedure  places  limitations  on the statistical  gen-
cralization  nl' llic  study,  we believed  that  the data,  in coinbination  with  ob-
servations  gained  i'nmi  other  studies  and  by the authors  working  in the field,
could  pnwide  some  uselril  insights.
Queslinnnaire.'i
paremal  conduct  that  might  Or might  not  bq abusive  or negligent,  depending
on ant's  perccption.  1"hcsc  vignettes  werejdevelopcd  fmm  those  used pre-
viously  by Boehml19641  and Giovannoni  add Becerrall9791  and from actual
situations  encountered  by  one  of  the  authors  )n clinical  practice  in the  Chinese-
American  cnnununity.  The  icspnndcnts  were,asked  to eviiluatc  cach  case  on
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a seven-point  scale,  with  "I=  indicating
 no abuse/neglect  and =7"  very
serious  abuse/neglect.  In iiddiliim.  a); in Boehinas
 study,  the respondcnts  were
asked tci choose  aiuung  ilucc  iiltcrnativc
 courses  nl' ;iclion  Inr  cacli  vignclte:
(A)  nutliing  needs It)  he done  iibnui  lliis  situation;
 (t3) the l'amily  s)iotild  he
encouraged  to seek proi'essional  help;  or
 (C)  lhe  child  protective  agency  should
be notil'ied  to investigate  iind help  the
 family.
l'hc  12 vignctlcs:
l T)icsc  parents  i'rcquently  gO in (he supermarket
 witli  their  nine-year-old
girl.  Tliey  o(ten  encnurage  the girl  11) steal small
 iteins  and sncak  tliem  out
in her pockcts.  They  tell  her that  tliis
 is okay  because  the large  superinarkets
will  not stiffer  iiny  loss From these sinall
 itcmii.  They  also say this is a clever
way tn get S(lme l'rec treats.
2. A 12-year-oltl  girl  stole  soine  comic
 books  fn+in  ii store.  She had been
caugm  sleiiling  in School  hel'nre.  When
 licr  piircnts  l'nund  nut that she had
been sieiiling  iigain.  ihcy  heat lier  witli
 a cane and tnirncd  ii miirk  im licr  arin.
They  siiid  ilic  mark  would  remind  licr
 not to steal again.
3 l'hciie  prirent'i  have only  one child,
 a girl.  eigiil  years old.  Tliey  keep
her liair  cul  short like  a boy's  and l'reqtiently
 dress tier in hoyas clt'ilhing.
They  keep telling  their  girl  that Flicy
 really  wante<l  lu have a hay instc;id  o('
a gir)
4 Tliese  parenis  frequently  leave  their
 nine-year-nkl  boy  at )ioine  by him-
self  l'he  parents  are away  the wht+lc
 
day,  coming  hoine  laie at night.  The
boy is iiiiked  lo cat the food  from  the 
ret'rigerator,  warming  if up if  he wants.
He tisrially  just  cats it cold.  He goes in bed hy
 l'iiiii'icll'  hccausc  liih parents
will  nnl he hiick  by his hcdliinc.
5. A ten-year-old  boy has rashes and
 sores on bis arins. )-lis parents  do
nnl secin  in he concerned.  They  ignore
 the teacheras  advice  to take him  to a
doctor.  siiying  trial children  have  sucli
 
problems  all tlic  tiine  imd i)icy  arc not
SerlOtlS
6. )n dcscribing  his home,  a ten-year-old  hoy  Tells
 his class  that he sleeps
in llie saine hedrootn  with  liis parents.
 He says liml  st'iinetiincs  his parents
make  ii  lot of noise  at niglit.
7. T)iese  piirents  use drugs  frequently.  Tliey  often
 take drugs  in tlie living
rixun  in the evening  wlien  (heir  eigm-year-old  
girl  is watching  TV.  If  the girl
should  ask, ihey  would  tell  her  that it
 is something  for  adults,  not for  children.
)'1. A nine-year-old  boy comes  to school.  The  teacher
 
notices  that there  are
red marks  on his palm'i  iind legs.
 
When  asked.  lie tells the teacher  that
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yesterday he went over in ti i'riendas house tg play instead  of  going  home  to
do liis homework. Wlicn his fa(her +'ound out. he hit liim  on the palms  and
legs repeatedly wilh a (tins Ilc says IhaT his father lncs this wlienever  hedoes not (lo liis lii+nicwnrk.
'). An eight-year-old girl is very withdrawn in scliool.  She does not jciin
(i)nr(aennyadppplaeya::(t(i)vbiteiess.dw,it.hrht:,tlipea:ecnh(iSl.darreena,saknei. s(eOldt:kme shpecrat"'osa"cyh"i'nldybcoo"uyn:seslhoer
olsJnit0(phsl.yncg)itWl::g)ni&s)1. They rcl'usc. saying thtit the girl is siinply sliy and there
10. Whenever th father is away from home, this mother  will  ask her I l-
year-old son tn sleep in The s;tme bed with her. She tells  the hoy tliat slie
feels lonely and does not want  to sleep  a(one.
I1. This II -year-old girl tells her l'riends llial slie sleeps  in the same hed
wtth er parents. When ti.i;ketl, t)ie parems ay iliiii tliey hiive  been doing  this
since the girl was a lit(lc clrild. '?'hcy say )hat they iirc uiic<l l(1 it and l'ccl
cam)'ortable  wiili  it.
12. An eigm-year-old girl COnleS to SChOOl and the IcaCher  nOtiCeS that
there are red marks ;ill over her neck and back. When asked,  the girl  says
She Wag net feeling Well ilSl night, and her mother SCl'atChed her repeatedly
on lhe neck and back wiili il SplCn to try tO make  her I'cel better.
Smiisrit'al  rr'oi'edmes
In tl'iis ;inicle, one-w;ty ;malysis nl' viiriiincc is tiscd in lest l'nr nvcriill  sig-
nil'icanl dilTcrcnccs amnng Ihc three gi'oups in rating  Ilic  vigneltes  on the 7-
poini scale. For items with significam F-tests, Tukey's  HSD  procedure  is
used io examine spccit'ic dif'l'erences among the grOLlpS. The chi-square  is
used in )he analyses ofa lhc cliniccs of action in dealing  with  the situations
kdheesccrrilb(eerdl.oinn othres,vai(gllsnlel.(aels,I.Tgnhlcrl,p,rlonbceability level of' .05 has been adopted as
Findings
In presenting the fimlings, we l'ocus l'irst on tha overall simi)arities  and dif-
ferences of the three groups in rating an4 ranking the 12 potential  CaSeS of
child abuse and neglect. We then examine the choices or imervenFion  reC-
ommended by the GROUPS.
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Rtmn,q ('hdd  Ari.srrcmmenr.'  7'/it'  (hvr'oll  hutrrri.s
l'lic liitii slimx iliiii tlicic iirc signilic;im tliffcrcncc'i in licrccplinnt,
 l)I' c)iilrl
iiluisc  :md neglect  lichi+ccn  Ilic  Ctunciic  iinmigiiiiiR
 ;Ill(I flic  tilhci  Iwn  grniipi,,
even t)'inugli  Ilicrc  I!i  il cnrc ol i;iinilarilics  iiinnng  lliciu.
 Addilinnally.  niorc
dtllcrcnccs  appciir  bclwccn  Ilie Cliincse  ancl
 llic Ilispiinics  than hclwecn  the
Cliinci;c  iind llic  wliilcs  (see t+ililc 11. The t+vcriill  piif)crn
 appeiirs  tit be thiit,
in coinparisun  witli  tlic  Iliiipiinics  iuid the 
wliiics.  tlie Cliinesc  judge  the crises
m he less scveie.  and tliellispanics  tcml  to give
 the higlicsi  severity  ratings.
Analyses  nl' viiriiincc  iind  Tukeyas  HSD  test show
 that  llic  Cliinese  subjects
1uclgc tlic  l'nllowing  Four cases trr  potcnlial  abiise
 and neglect  tu be signii'icanily
less serious  thim  do bntli  the Hispanics  and tlic
 
whites:  =Beating  and Branding
for Stcaling%a  =Girl  l)rcsscd  by Parents  iis Boy%  =Bciiting
 for Not Dieing
lluincwork.=  iiml  =Scriitchcd  in Miikc  Fecl  
Bctlcr.=  Tlierc  inc  nci significant
dtl l'crcnccs hctwccn I lispanic't  iintl  wlntei;  in Iheir licrccpliuns
 of llicsc  issues.
Ovcrall.  tlic Cliincsc  icgiml  ilic coiuluct  dcpictctl
 iii  F)icsc vigncllcs  11) he in
Ihe low tn iniddlc  rimgc  ol- i;cvcrily  (3.Olo  5.32).  In con(riist.
 
Hispiuiics  and
wiiittas perceive  significanily  greater  severity
 in llicse  (:ilSeS. helicving  that
llicy  arc in the upper  rtinge  (5.24  to 6.58).
In iiclditinn  in the Inur  vigncttcs  iibnve.  the
 Cluncse  arc significantly  dill
Icrcm  in iiiting  ilircc  innrc  ciiscs  w)icn  cninp;ircd  witli
 ilic Iliiiptinics  iilunc:
=liclt  Alone  hy Piirents%  =l.lsinp  I)rugs  iii  Frunl  l)I' I)iiuglitcr%
 a+uJ =Rcl'usc
to l'akc  (iirl  in Cotinsclor.=  The C"hincse  rate T)iese lichaviors
 in tlic inidtllc
rimge 13 8 11) 4.76): Ilic llisliiinics  riilc  lhcin  significantly  liighcrnn  ilie  scvcrily
i;calcl4.8(i  11) 5.')b).
In spite  nl the Chinese-w)iitc  and Chinese-llispanic  contrai;ts
 noted  ahnve.
(licrc  arc ccitain  aclivilics  thiit  arc viewed  as ahusivc  and
 negligent  in similar
degrees  ul severity  hy all ilircc  groups.  arhc
 data indiciitc  t)iiit  cilinicity  is lit)I
a signil'iciim  riicior  in delining  tlic  seriousness
 ul' miiltrcatincnl  when  parents
eXIXTl  (hell  cliilclren  l(1 COnTit  Cnme  ( I);  hlatanlly  ignore
 the physical  licallh
111' their  children  (5);  or liave  unctnninnn  sleeping  iirrangcincms
 (6. 10. II).
'}-he riitingi,  lliat  I)ie Ihrec  grotips  give  tn the =criinc"  case
 are all in the upper
raiige  ol scvcrityi5.7  m 6.1)6);  the =heiiltli=  case llie  iniddlc
 ln upper-middle
rimge (4.66  In 5.28):  iintl tlic =slccping  arranpcmcnla
 ciiscs flic  lower  ln
iniddlc  r;ingc  (l(1  l(1 4.84).
Rwkirig  Child  Mistremmcnr.'.Sper'ilit'  Ctist's
/(nnihcr  itcin  ill'  uscl'ul  inlnrinatinn  can he derived  l'ri+in
 tiihlc  1. In iidditinn
in tlic  overall  agreement  anJ disagrceincnl.
 tlie lhrcc  grl)tip!i  ilppenr  lt+ have
i,pecii'ic  dilTerences  in regard  to tlic  comparative
 seriousness  of soine  at' the
signc(tcs  13y iisi,igning  ianks  to the ratings,  one cii+i ciiqily
 dcicci  the iypcs
I ? * * V) * "1 +j  in
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of ccmduct tliiit  are viewed  innst unfavoriibly
 
by eiich gn'iup iind tlie types
fliat cvnke the least concern.
It ciin he seen thiil t)ic Chinese  cnnsi*ler"F.ncouragc
 l(1 Stetil l'niin  Market"
as the most serious form  cf  cliild  mistrca(menl,  while
 l-lispiinics  and whites
riink it third. Both Hispanics  and whites
 regard =Beating  and Branding  ror
Sicaling=  as the m(l'%l  scrinus  (orm ol abuse, whereas
 
Chii'iese rank i) second.
In thi!;  connection,  ii  is noteworthy  that
 another  a aheatlnga a CaSe t8) alSO
occupies  a lower  rank iiinong  the Chinese.
Orihe  least CDnCern tO the Chinese  are "Girl
 
Sleeping  in the Parems'  tied=
and =Scraiched  to Make  Feel Betler.=  
The inost glaring  contrast  here is in
)he last vignelte  (12), which is viewed  subs(antiiilly
 more unlavnrahly  by
Hispanics  and whites.
Uhrncc  n/ hucrvenmm
In conipiirisim  willi  the other Iwn groups.
 the Cluncse appear 11) he more
rcluciam  tit  iinpoi;e  the nnisl inlrrii;ivc
 l'orin nl' intervention  on a )iimily  (see
iahlc 2). It seems lliiit  tlic Cliincse  are willing  tit iniikc
 such a rccnmintndation
only it the piircntal  contluci  ii;  judge<l  to lie higlily  abusive
 or negligent.  Given
a chnice  ol' the three altcrnativei;-(47  notliing  needs
 ln he done ahout this
situation,  (H) the family  shoulcl be encouraged  to seek
 
prof'cssional  help, or
(C) the child  protective  agency  should  be notil'icd  to
 invcstigale  and help the
fainily-the  most invasive  methix!  of imervention,
 
noiil'ying  prolecFtve agenC)t,
is recoinmendcd  liy a majority  or the Chinese  (68%J
 in only  lhe one vignette
that received  Ilie highest  severity  rating  among
 the Chincse:  "Encourage  to
Steal f'rom Markel.=  Agency  intervention
 is the majority  choice for ilie His-
panics,  )inwcver,  in i;ix  iiilualionii  (I,  2, 4, 7. 8. iinJ
 12): iind l'nr ilie whites
i n Inur  (I.  2, 8, titnl 12).
L<ioking  ai ilic perCenfflge  dii,lribulinns
 in general (tiible  2), t)ic Chinese
ii ppear  lo have a higher  tendency  Ihan the
 14ispanics  tri choose no action in
at) siffialinns,  and iire equal in their  tendency  to recntnmend
 
the use of profes-
siuniil  help (i.c..  each group  chooses this option  inorc
 
tlian tlie othcr  groups
in six casesl.  In comparison  with whiteis,
 tlie Chinese alien have a higher
tendency  to rcccmimcnd  no action  (10 cases vs. t'incB
 but appeiir  to be less
likely  to recoinmend  the use o(- proi'essional  help (l'nur
 cases vs. eight).
Looking  at the CaSe.'i  individuiilly,  the Chinesc,
 in ctimparison  wiili  the
olher  two  gmups,  are significantly  more likely
 to recommend  either  no action
or a niilder  (arm  of  intervemion  in tlie ('ollowing  cases:
 
"  Beating  and Branding
for Sicaling.=  =Bealing  {'or Not I)t'+ing Hoinework
 = imd =Scriitched  to Make
Feel Betier.=  Signil'icant  dirl'erences  between
 llic Cbincse  antl the Hispanics
ihui  no) Ilic whilciil  arc alsti  )'tuind in three l)IIICI'
 ciiscs: =Lcll  Akyne hy
;
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Piircnis.=  =13ny Sleeping  willi Nnii;y Piircnls% ;uul =11sing Drugs in Fnmt
or (iirl.=  In Ilic l'irsl  aml ilic liisl cases. lhc Chinc'ic the less likely tu chnnsc
tlic most inlrusivc  l'orin ol' intcrvcntinn.
l'here  arc.  howevcr,  iinportiint agreeincntS 0n the choices nl acttnn among
ihe groupsi Regardlei,s of ellmicily, the majority (11' ihleh;IurhCjhcclltdsrewnolu:ds1recacl:
onunend  agency  intervention when parents encourage
A plurality  ol' each gmup also agrees thiit the family should seek prol'essional
help  in the l'ollowing  cases: a girl cross-dressed by her parents; a hoy sleeping
in the saine r(X1m with his noisy parents: (he parents rel'using to take their
daughter  10 See a counselor; and an I I-year-old boy sleeping i  the s;une bed
with  his Icinely  innther.
l)isciisiiion
It ii; eviclcnt  llial  regardless  (11' 11(IW we look :i( Ihc data, the Chinci;c st;tnd
out disiinciively  in their  responses to the vigncltes used in this tudy. despite
';11mi cnmpiitibility  with  ihe Hispimics iind whites. Althnugh the high severity
ratings  given  hy lhc Hispiinics also iniikc (hem distinct Innn the whites, the
finding  is not surprising heciuisc siinilar ohscrvtitions have hccn made by
other  researchcrs  IGiovannoni and Becerra 1')7!)1. The l'ollowing hservations
"apt"iuirscl'Cheliicnrc':xeoii'n'nhieigCrahn'lnsetscen<:c:tp;.)jundscgSe p;trcntal (:omlllCl Icsi; harshly ;tnd
icntl  11) rcconuncnd  agency  imcrvcntion less Irequcnlly Ih;in llispimics and
wliilcs  Chinese  seem tO be less critical ol ilie use nl' physictil l'orce by parents
R+ accninplisli  desired  ends. Tliciic l'indings tire cnnsislcnl with Wu%ll981l
nhscrviitions  of  l'aiwan  Cliintsc. iind Gong'; tl;ita l 1')85' 411 on ;t ptc*lnm-
'na'Sne"cyonCdh,"aless:ceosmampaprleed'nwlilhhe }B4iossp'aOnnicasrc(ab'ut not with whit s). Chtncse also
appear  10 grant  greater  latitude 10 PARENTS in making decisions on how tn raise
tlieir  children,  even ii' these dcciiiinnii may appear in he irrespun'yihle in tli
judgmem  of otheri,.  sucli  its using drugs tn Irnttl ol' chiRlren or Itcqucntly
leaving  a yciung  child  at home.
anaFinthaellyw, hinlleasdeCpahrilnueresefrdo(n):th0: atabkocve.llhu;IgihntlaygrweehtnenenptiwlrcitnhtSthcdeHIIil)sepraanleiclys
ct+ntribute  to the delinquency  ol' their children. Insligating children in conunit
crimes  is considered  to be close to very abusive by all three gmups. Moreover,
the three  groups  concur  on tlie eXtenl of mistreatment when parents plain)y
ignore  their  children's  pliysical conditions and signs of physical problems.
T'hc reSp(1nSeS l(+ these vigncllcs suggest that it is possible to have mlcrgmup
cnnscnstis  on wliiil  cnnslilulcs  cliil<l  inislrealmcn(  Culturtil  sensitivity  is coilled
l'nrconccining  ilic  clislinc(ivcncss  t+l'the  Chinese  suhjcctsa reactions,  hnwcvcr.
when llicir le'illllll'ie  Ililllcl ITS Cilll he iitlrihutcd lu ccrl;iin chitr;tctcrislics (11' tlic
Chinese  ctilturc.
C"idmr'rd  Eslilrmminrn
Filiiil  piety  ancl liiimliiiin  iiic  hvn  pruinincnl  lriiils  in tlic  Cliincsc  culture  lliiil
inay  iiccnunt  l'ur tlic rciiclinns  nl' llic  iinmigriinlii  in lliis  study.  Wu 119811
Cllntell(IS  Illill  liliiil  1iicly  (Xiilll)  iS 111€ key Ill undcriitiinding Cllild  abuse ulld
ncglccl  llr  llic  piiucily  nl it in Tiiiwan.  arliis  ilciil  rcquircii  tliat cliiklrcn  sub-
ordinate  their  wislics  iind inlci'csR  to llinse  of' their  parents.  whose  authority
over  ilicir  childicn  is considered  lo be indispcitiihlc iind tlici2udgincms  un-
qtitstiimiihlc.  Cliiklicn  ;ire cvpcclcd  In iniikc  pciiiniiiil  iiaciiliccii  l'nr the well-
hcing ul llicir  1i;iicnlii
Fur  ex;iinplc,  ilic  i'li'lallfl'-/a  our ( ansza.i ri/ l"rlinl  l'icrs.  nnc nl ilic  innst  pnpuliir
cullccliunii  iii  Cliincsc  Inlkluic,  is replete  willi  t!iiiiniilic  slt+rici. that exhort
children  ln iniikc  )icisnniil  siicriliccs  t'or their  piircnfi;iChan  1')88;  Limg  1')681:
A boy,  hraving  the hiitcr  chill  ni' winter.  priiycd  l'ur ii l'iiili  hy the hank  (11' ii
l'mtcn river hcc;iui,c liiii s)cpinnlhcr a ctliving l'nr if: a 14-year-old hny
tlircw  liiinscll'  ln ii  ligcr  to save the  l'(, nl' his l'iillicr;  anti iln eight-ycar-old
child deliberately cxliuscd  liimscll' to bites ol inusquitocs S(1 tliai they inight
spare H!S piircnts.
Many l)I' tile Sl(lrieS  m;19 ii1ipeiir  to inCidelliS ill'  Chikl cndangcnnenl hut
tliey  liavc  hccn  scl Ini'lli  as inndels l'ilial liicly  l'ur Cliincse children. arJ
inany  gcncriilinns  ol  Cliincsc  liavc  bcbn hmugm  up willi  lhcsc  arul nlhcr
siinilar  liihlcs  lLiing  1%8:  Wu 1')811.
Fainiliiim  dicliilcs  lliiil  I)ic l'iimily  is more  iinpnilant  Ili,in  tlie individuiil.  It
is pariiinnunt  tliiil  llic  'illC(:eSS. tlic unity,  llic  contintiity.  iiiul  the reputation  nl'
ilie family  he miiintiiinc*l.  iind.  if' necessary.  at tlic  expense  of  thc well'are  (11'
the individutils. Fiimilisin also accermlates the =lceling on tlie part of' iill
incmbcii,  tliai ilicy  bclnng  eminently  io the lamily  gmtip  and thiit  all other
persons  iirc uutsi<lcrs=  ll3tirgcss  and Lockc  1')53: 61); Winch  1971: 951. Ft'ir
these reasons,  Chinese  l'niwn  upon external  interventions.  including  assist-
ance, in affairs  tlial  fliey believe  to be internal  to the l'iimily.  such aS how
)heir  cliildren  Sl1oUl(l he reared lHong  19881. Tlius,  in the present  study.
agency  invcsligiilinn.  il'i  if chnicc  riy  intervention.  i'i  clii+iicn  sparingly  by llie
Chinese.
Furthermore,  it should  he pointed  nut thal llie rcspondentsa  perceplions  ol'
the case of' =Scrii(clicd  to Make  Feel Better"  could  be hiised  on a culturally
spccil'ic  sifualitin.  'llic  iuc)hail  tel' using  ii spnnn,  ii cnin,  or other  insmtincnls
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Appendix  C:
Q U E S TI  ON  N AIR  E
PART  ONE:
GENDER  : (Check  one).  [ ] Female [ ] Male.
AGE:  (Check  one).
[ ]under  21 years  old
[ ] 51-60  years  old
[ ] 21-30yearsold  [ ] 31-40yearsold  [ ]41-50yearsold
[ ] over  60 years  old
POSITION:  (Check  one).
[ ] Screener
[ ] In-take  Worker
[ ] Field  Worker  - Please  circle:  upfront  reunification
unknown  other
[ ] Supervisor
[ ] Other  (specify)
permanency  home-based
(specify)
NUMBER  OF  YEARS  m  CURRENT  POSITION:  (Check  one).
[ ] 0-5 years  [ ] 6-10  years  [ ] 11-15  years  [ ] 16-20  years
NUMBER  OF  YEARS  m  SOCIAL  WORK:  (Check  one).
[ ] 0-5 years  [ ] 6-10  years  [ ] 11-15  years  [ ] 16-20  years
[ ] over  21 years
[ ] over  21 years
EDUCATIONAL  LEVEL:  (Check  one).
[ ] GED/High  School  Degree
[ ] College  Degree
[ ] Masters  Degree
[ ] Ph.D.
[ ]Other:
HOUSEHOLD  INCOME:  (Check  one).
[ ]Under  $15,000  [ ] $15,001  to $25,000
[ ] $35,001  to $45,000  [ ] $45,001  and above
(specify)
(specify)
(specif'y)
(sCecify)
[ ]$25,001  to $35,000
NUMBER  OF  PERSONS  IN  HOUSEHOLD:  (Check  one).
[11  person [12  persons [ ] 3 persons
[ ] 5 persons  [ ] 6 persons  or more
**Optional:
RACE/ETHNICITY  GROUP:  (Check  one).
[ ] African-American  [ ] American-Indian/Native  American
[ ] Asian/Asian-American  [ ] Latino  [ ]Other:
COW  NEXT  PAGE
[ ] 4 persons
[]  Anglo/Caucasian
(specify)
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PART
 TWO:
Directions:
 Many
 incidents
 have
 been
 classified
 as child  abuse
 or
 neglect.
 Some
 are very
serious
 acts,
 while
 others
 are not
 considered
 serious.
 Each  vignette
 contains
 a short
 passage
describing
 a potential
 incident
 of  child
 abuse
 and/or
 neglect.
 Please
 rate each incident
 on
 a
scale
 of  increasing
 seriousness
 form  1
 to 7,
 assigning
 high
 numbers
 to incidents
 which you
believe
 are
 very
 serious
 and low
 numbers
 to
 incident
 which
 you  believe
 are
 not
 so serious.
Please
 circle
 your
 one best
 answer
 on  the
 maltreatment
 scale.
Example:
l
No
Abuse
2 3 4
Moderate
Abuse
5 6 7
Very
 Serious
Abuse
Also,  choose
 a
 course
 of  action
 for  each vignette.
 Please
 check
 your  one
 best
 answer
 by
placing
 am "X"
 by  your
 choice.
Example:
[
 ] Nottmg
 needs
 to be done
 aboutthis
 son.
[]
 ChildProtedionshOuldnotbeinVOIvedandthefamilyshOuldbereferredtOaCOmm$agalC70
[
 ] ChildProtedionshouldopaiacaseandthediildshouldrernainmthehomew&theparents.
[
 ] ChildProtectionshouldopa'iacaseandthedffldshouldbeplacadinfoster-care.
1.
 These
 parents
 frequently
 go to the
 supermarket
 with
 their  nine-year
 old girl.  They
often
 encourage
 the  girl
 to  steal
 small
 items
 and  sneak
 them
 out  in
 her  pockets.
 They
 tell
her
 that
 this  okay
 because
 the
 large
 supermarkets
 will
 not  suffer
 any
 loss from
 these
small
 items.
 They
 also
 say  this
 is a clever
 way
 to get
 some
 free  treats.
l
 2
 3
 4
No
 Moderate
Abuse
 Abuse
[
 ] Notgneedsto
 be done
 aboutthis
 son.
5
 6
 7
Very
 Serious
Abuse
[
 ] Child
 Protection
 should
 not be
 involved
 andthe
 family  should
 be
 referredto
 a community
 agency.
[1
 ChildProtedionshouklopaiacaseandthediildshouldremthehotnew&theparettts.
[
 ] Child
 Protection
 should
 open a
 case andthe
 dffld
 should
 be placai
 in foster<are.
(X)N'ltNti.b
 isaTPAGE
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2. A  twelve  year  old  girl  stole  some  comic  books  from  a store.  She  has been  caught
stealing  in  school  before.  When  her  parents  found  out  that  she  had  been  stealing  again,
they  beat  her  with  a cane  and  burned  a mark  in her  arm.  They  said  the mark  would
remind  her  not  to  steal  again.
I
No
Abuse
3 4
Moderate
Abuse
5 6 7
Very  Serious
Abuse
[ ] Nodiingneedsto  be done abouithis  son.
[ ] Child  Protedion  shouldnot  be involved  andthe  family  should  be referredto  a community  agmcy.
[ ] ChildProtedionshouldopenacaseandthecbildshouldrernainmthehomew'htheparents.
[ ] CNd  Protedion  should  open a case andthe  did  should  be placed  m foster-care.
3. These parents  have only one child,  a girl  eight  years old. They keep her hair  cut short
like  a boy's  and  frequently  dress  her  in boy's  clothing.  They  keep  telling  their  girl  that
ilicy  ry  w,iuitJ  lu  have  a boy  instead  of  a giri.
1
No
Abuse
2 3 4
Moderate
Abuse
5 6 7
Very  Serious
Abuse
[ ] Nothigneedsto  be done aboutthis  son.
[]  ChildProteionshouldnotbeinvolvedandthefamilyshouldberefemdtoacommuniiyagency.
[ ] ChildProhmonshouldopenacaseandthedffldshouldrmthehomewmtheparenis.
[ ] Child  Protection  should  opai  a case andthe  dffld  should  be placed  m foster-care.
COW  NEXT  PAGE
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4. These  parents  leave  their  nine  year  old  boy  at  home  by  himself.  The  parents  are  away
the  whole  day,  coming  home  late  at night.  The  boy  is asked  to eat the  food  from  the
refrigerator,  warming  it  up if  he wants.  He  usually  just  eats it  cold.  He  goes to bed  by
himself  because  his parents  will  not  be back  by  his bedtime.
l
No
Abuse
2 3 4
Moderate
Abuse
5 6 7
Very  Serious
Abuse
[]  Nothigneeds  to be done about  this son.
[ ] Child  Protectian  shouldnot  be mvolved  andthe  family  should  be rderredto  a community  agency.
[ ] Child  Protedion  should  open  a case  andthe  child  should  remain  in  the  home  w'dxthe  parem.
[ ] Child  Protedian  should  open  a case  andthe  dffld  should  beplaced  "rn foster-care.
5. A  ten year  old  boy  has rashes  and  sores on his arms.  His  parents  do not  seem to be
concerned.  They  ignore  the teacher's  advice  to take  him  to a doctor,  saying  that
children  have  such  problems  all  the  time  and  they  are  not  serious.
I
No
Abuse
2 3 4
Moderate
Abuse
5 6 7
Very  Serious
Abuse
[ ] Ng  needsto  be done aboutthis  son.
[ ] Child  Protection  shouldnot  be involved  andthe  family  should  be referredto  a community  ayxscy.
[ ] Child  Protection  should opai  a case andthe  child  should retnain  in the home wh  the parents.
[ ] ChildProtedionshouldopenacaseandthedffldshouldbeplacedinfoster-care.
CONTmUE  NEXT  PAGE
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6. hi  describing  his  home,  a ten  year  old  boy  tells  his  class  that  he sleeps in the same
bedroom  with  his  parents.  He  says  sometiuie  his  parents  make  a lot of  noise at night.
1
No
Abuse
2 4
Moderate
Abuse
5 6 7
Very  Serious
Abuse
[ ] Ng  needs  to  be done  aboutthis  smation.
[]  Child  Protedion  should  not  be ivolved  anddie  family  should  be referredto  a community  agency.
[ ] Child  Protedian  should  open  a case  andthe  diild  should  remam mthe home  withe  parents.
[ ] Child  Protedion  should  open  a case andthe  d should  be placed  in foster-care.
7. These  parents  use  dnigs  frequently.  They  often  take  drugs  in  the  living  room  in  the
evening  when  their  eight  year  old  girl  is watching  TV.  If  the  girl  should  ask.  they  would
tell  her  that  is something  for  adults,  not  children.
l
No
Abuse
2 3 4
Moderate
Abuse
5 6 7
Very  Serious
Abuse
[ ] Ng  needs  to  be done  aboutthis  stion.
[]  Child Protedion shouldnot be involved andthe farnit5r should be rderredto  a axtmunity  agmcy.
[]  Cbild  Protedian  should  open  a case  andthe  diild  should  r  mthehome withe  parmts.
[ ] Child  Protedion  should  open  a case andthe  d'ffld  should  be placed  m foster-care.
CONTINUE  NEXT  PAGE
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8. A  nine  year  old  boy  comes  to  school.  The  teacher  notices  that  there  are  red  marks  on
his  palms  and  legs, When  asked,  he  tells  the  teacher  that  yesterday  he  went  to  a friend's
house  to  play  instead  of  going  home  to do  his  homework.  When  his  father  found  out, he
hit  him  on the  palms  and  legs  repeatedly  with  a cane.  He  says  that  his  father  does this
whenever  he  does  not  do  his  homework.
l  2 3 4
No  Moderate
Abuse  Abuse
[ ] Nothing  needs to  be done aboutthis  son.
5 6 7
Very  Serious
Abuse
[]  Child  Protedion  shouldnot  be involved  midthe  fmnily  should  be referredto  a community  agmcy.
[ ] ChildProtedionshouldopaiacaseandthechildshouldrithehomewhtheparents.
[ ] Child  Protection  should  open a case andthe  child  should  be placed  in foster-care.
9. An  eight  year  old  girl  is very  withdrawn  in  school.  She  does  not join  in  any  play
activities  with  other  children  and  seldom  speaks  to  anybody.  She often appears  sad.
The  parents  are  asked  to  take  her  to  a child  counselor  or  a pbyiliologyt  They  refuse,
saying  that  the  girl  is simply  shy  and  there  is nothing  wrong.
l  2 3 4
No  Moderate
Abuse  Abuse
[ ] Nothmg  needs to be done aboutthis  stion.
5 6 7
Very  Serious
Abuse
[]  Child  Protection  shouldnot  be involved  andthe  family  should  be referredto  a commimity  agency.
[ ] Child  Proteion  should  opai  a case andthe  child  should  remai  m thehome  wm  the parents.
[ ] Child  Protedion  should  open a case andthe  child  should  be placed  in foster-care.
COW  NEXT  PAGE
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10.  Whenever  the  father  is away  from  home,  this  mother  will  ask  her  11 year  old son to
sleep  in  the  same  bed  with  her.  She  tells  the  boy  that  she  feels  lonely  and  does  not  want
to  sleep  alone.
I
No
Abuse
2 3 4
Moderme
Abuse
5 6 7
Very  Serious
Abuse
[ ] Nodiing  needs  to  be done  about  this  son.
[ ] Child  Protedion  shouldnot  be ivolved  andthe  family  should  be refermto  a community  agency.
[]  CbildProtedionshouldopenacasemidthediildshouldremaimthehomewhtheparents.
[ ] Child  Protedion  should  open  a case andthe  child  should  be placed  'rn foster-care.
11.  This  eleven  year  old  girl  tells  her  friends  that  she  sleeps  in  the  same  bed  with  her
parents.  When  asked,  the  parents  say  they  have  done  this  since  the  girls  was  a little
child.  They  say  that  they  are  used  to  it  and  feel  comfortable  with  it
l
No
Abuse
2 3 4
Moderaie
Abuse
5 6 7
Very  Serious
Abuse
[ ] Nothing  needs  to  be done  about  this  stion.
[ ] Child  Protection  shouldnot  be mvolved  andthe  family  should  be refenedto  a community  agency.
[]  ChildProtedionshouldopenacaseandthedffldshouldremaininthehomewmtheparem.
[ ] Child  Protedion  should  opa'i  a case andthe  d should  be placed  i  foster-care.
COW  NEXT  PAGE
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12.  An  eight
 year
 old
 girl
 comes
 to school
 and
 the teacher
 notices
 that
 there
 are
 red
marks
 all
 over  her  neck
 and
 back.
 When
 asked,
 the  girl
 says
 she was not
 feeling
 well
 last
night,
 and
 her  mother
 scratched
 her  repeatedly
 on
 the
 neck and back
 with
 a spoon
 to try
to make  her
 feel
 better.
l
No
Abuse
2 3 4
Moderaie
Abuse
5 6
 7
Very
 Serious
Abuse
[ ] Nothing
 needs
 to be done aboutthis
 son.
[]  CMd  Protechm
 shouldnot
 be mvolved
 andthe
 family
 should
 be referredto
 a cammunity
 agency.
[ ] ChildProtedionshouldopenacaseandthediildshouldrmthehomewmtheparem.
[]  ChildProted'aishouldopenacaseandthechildshouldbeplacedifoster-care.
13.
 This  parent
 repeatedly
 shows
 their
 three
 year
 old
 son puialxa4i'apli;i
 piciurch.
l
No
Abuse
2 3 4
Moderate
Abuse
5 6
 7
Very
 Serious
Abuse
[ ] Notbig
 needs
 to be done aboutthis
 son.
[ ] Child  Proted'on
 shouldnot
 be involved
 midthe
 fmnily
 should
 be referredto
 a community
 agency.
[ ] ChildProtectionshouldopenacaseandthedidshouldrmthehomewmtheparem.
[ ] Child  Protection
 should
 open
 a case
 andthe
 did
 shouid
 be placed  m foster-care.
14.
 These
 parents
 regularly
 leave
 their
 6 month
 and
 18
 month
 children
 with
 their
neighbors,
 without
 knowing
 who
 will
 assume
 responsibffity
 and
 be in
 charge
 for
 the
children.
l
No
Abuse
2 3 4
Moderate
Abuse
5 6
 7
Very  Serious
Abuse
[ ] Nothingneedsto
 be dme  abouttbis
 son.
[ ] Child  Protection
 shouldnot
 be involved
 andthe
 family
 should
 be referredto
 a community
 agency.
[ ] ChildProtectionshouldopanacaseandthedidshouldremainithehomewhtheparents.
[ ] Child  Protedion
 should
 open
 a case
 midthe
 dffld
 should
 beplad
 m foster-cane.
COW
 NEXT
 PAGE
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15.  These  parents  live  with  their  child  in  an  old  house.  Two  windows  in  the  living  room
where  the  five  year  old  girl  plays  have  been  broken  for  some  time  and  the  glass  has  very
jagged  edges.
l
No
Abuse
2 3 4
Moderme
Abuse
5 6 7
Very  Serious
Abuse
[ ] Nothingneeds  to  be done  aboutthis  sm.
[]  ChildProtedionshouldnotbeinvolvedanddiefamilyshouldberefenedtoacommunityagmcy.
[ ] ChildProtedionshouldopmacaseandthedffldshouldrithehomewhtheparents.
[ ] Child  Protedion  should  open  a case andthe  cbild  should  be placed  m foster-care.
16.  These  parents  frequendy  get  high  on  marijuana  while  taking  care  of  their  two,  four+
and  twelve  year  old  children.
l
No
Abuse
2 3 4
Moderate
Abuse
5 6 7
Very  Serious
Abuse
[ ] Nottmgneedsto  be done  aboutthis  sm.
[ ] (,ild  Protedian  shouldnot  be mvolved andthe  fmnily  should  be referredto  a community  agency.
[]  ChildPrded'anshouldopaiacaseandthedffldshouldremaimthehomew'hthepare.
[ ] CbildProted'onshouldopenacaseandthedfflddiouldbeplacedifoster-care.
17.  These  parents  do  not  wash  their  six  year  oid  child's  hair  or  bathe  him  for  weeks  at  a
time.
1
No
Abuse
2 3 4
Moderate
Abuse
5 6 7
Very  Serious
Abuse
[ ] Ngneedsto  be done  aboutthis  san.
[]  chitd  Protedion shouldnot be involved andthe y should be referredto a community agenC7.
[ ] Cbild  Protedion  should  open  a case and  die  dffld  should  remain  ithe  home  wm  the  parents.
l ] Child Protection should opm a case andthe d should be placed in foster-care.
CONTINITE  NEXT  PAGE
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18. These  parents  know  their  fourteen  year  old  child  is truant  from  schooi  but  do  not  do
anything  about  it.
1
No
Abuse
2 3 4
Moderate
Abuse
5 6 7
Very  Serious
Abuse
[ ] Nodiing  needs to be done aboutthis  son.
[]  ChildProtedimshouldnotbeinvolvedandthefamilyshouldbereferredtoacommunityagency.
[]  Child  Protedim  should  open  a case andthe  dffld  should  r  mthe home  wmthe  parmts.
[]  ChildProtectionshouldopenacaseandthechildshouldbeplacedinfoster-care.
19.  These  parents  always  let  their  two  and  seven  year  old  children  nin  around  the  house
and  yard  without  any  clothes  on.
I
No
Abuse
2 3 4
Moderate
Abuse
5 6 7
Very  Serious
Abuse
[ ] Nodiingneeds  to  be done aboutthis  son.
[ ] d Protedion  shouldnot  be involved  andthe  family  should  be referredto  a community  agency.
[ ] ChildProtectionshouldopmacaseandthedffldshouldremammthehomewmtheparents.
[ ] Child  Protection  should  opai  a case andthe  child  should  be placed  ffi fomr-care.
20. This  parent  has  not  taken  their  thirteen  year  old  child  to the  dentist.
I
No
Abuse
2 3 4
Moderafe
Abuse
5 6 7
Very  Serious
Abuse
[ ] Nothing  needs to  be done aboutthis  son.
[]  Child  Protection  shouldnot  be involved  andthe  family  should  be referredto  a comtnunity  agency.
[ ] CbildProtedionshouldopmacaseandthediildshouldremamithehomew'htheparents.
[ ] Child  Protection  should  open  a case andthe  dffld  should  be placed  m foster-care.
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21. These  parents  fight  by  punching  and  hitling  each  other.  On  one  occasion,  the nine
year  old  boy  qrrirlcnlall)  l;i  and  bniised  his  head  when  t':ng  to break  a fight  up
between  his  parents.
l  2
No
Abuse
7
Ver5r Serious
Abuse
654
Moderate
Abuse
[ ] N%needsto  be done aboutthis son.
[]  Child  Protection  should  not  be involved  midthe  family  should  be referredto  a communily  agency.
[ ] ChildProtedionshouldopenacaseandthediildshouldrmthehomew'htheparmts.
[ ] Child  Protection  should  open a case andthe  child  should  be placed  *  foster-care.
END  OF  QUESTIONNAIRE
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Appendix  D: Cuvvi  lelLei
Date: February  7th, 1995
Dear  Child  Protection  Worker:
My  name is Emily  Sprague  Ryan.  I am currently  a student  intenn  at Hennepin  County  Child
Protection.  I am also a graduate  student  in the masters  of  social  work  program  at Augsburg
College.  I am conducting  this  research  study  as a requirement  for  completion  of  my master's
thesis  for  Augsburg  College.
I atn writing  to you to request  your  participation  in a research  study  regarding  inter-
professional  agreetnent  in defining  child  maltreatment.  You  were  selected  as a possible
research  participant  because  of  your  work  at Hennepin  County  Child  Protection.
Background  Information.
The  purpose  ofthis  study  is to describe  the degree  of  agreement  when  child  protection  workers
define  child  maltreatment  at Hennepin  County.  The researcher  also would  like  to find  out  if
personal  characteristics  of  gender,  age, race/ethnicity,  job  position  or length  of  employment  are
factors  when  child  protection  workers  define  maltreatment.
Procedures:
If  you  agree  to be in this  study,  I would  ask you  to participate  by completing  a questionnaire
including  providing  some  background  information  about  yourse[  The questionnaire  includes
21 vignettes  of  parental  conduct.  For  each vignette,  you  will  be asked  to rate  the severity  of
abuse and choose  a course  of  action  for  the  family.
Risks  and  Benefits  of  Being  in  the  Study:
The questionnau"e  will  take  approximately  20 to 30 minutes  to complete.  The questionnaire
can be completed  at your  convenience  and returned  by 2/15/95.  Your  response  to the
questionnaire  will  assist  in providing  important  infomiation  on maltreatment.
'l.nOIk,)uuiy.
Your  participation  in the study  is anonymous.  I will  not  be able to identify  your  response  with
your  questionnaire.  The  records  of  this study  will  be kept  private.  Research  records  will  be
kept  in a locked  file, only  I will  have  access to the records.  Questionnaires  will  be destroyed
three  months  after  completion  ofthe  project  in July  of  1995.
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Voluntary
 Nature
 of  the
 Shidy:
Your
 decision
 whether
 or not  to
 participate
 in
 this  study
 will
 not  affect
 your
 current
 or future
relations
 with  Augsburg
 College
 or Hennepin
 County
 Family
 and Children's
 Services.
 ff  you
decide
 to
 participate,
 you
 are free
 to withdraw
 your  participation
 at any
 time
 without
 affecting
those
 relationsips.
Contacts
 and  Questions:
The
 researcher
 conducting
 this
 study
 is Emily
 Sprague
 Ryan.
 You
 may
 ask questions
 by
contacting
 me at
 (612)  377-2430
 after
 6pm  daily
 or Tuesdays
 and Wednesdays
 from
 8am
 to
4pm
 at (612)
 348-4955
 or (612)
 348-5994.
Thank
 you
 in advance
 for considemg
 to participate
 in this
 research
 project.
 If
 you
 are
agreeable
 to participating
 in the
 study,
 fill  out
 the attached
 questionnaire
 and return
 to my
mailbox
 in
 the envelope
 provided,
 no later
 than
 02/15/95.
Sincerely,
Emily
 E. Sprague
 Ryan
Graduate
 Student
 and Researcher
(612)-348-4955(WK)
 or(612)-377-2430(HM)
Augsburg
 College
 IRB
 Approval
 Ntunber:
 94-26-1
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eatment
Jitions
FACTOFIS
ulnerability  of  child:
physical.  mental  and
!opmental  abilities.
ocation,  severity,
*cy and/or  frequency
iuse.
FIISK UNKNOWN
IMMEDIATE:  FIESPONSE
Bruises.  weits.  lacerations.
abrasions,  minor  bums.
Risk unknown  - could  be
High  to  Low  Risk.  To
determine  needs  contact
with  child(ren)  and/or
parent.
Appendix  E:
HIGH  FIISK
Medical  diagnosis  of:
. Battered  baby  syndrome.
. Battered  child  syndrome.
. S i t u a t i o n i s  I ife
threatening  and there  is
substanN  likeHhood  that
the  'child  will Irnminentty
suffer  a physm  mjury.
Them  are sarere  injuries
such  as bmken  bones,
head  injuries,  bums,
muttiple  bruises,  intemal
injuries,  old unexpmned
frictures  which  are  in
various  stages  of healing.
Child  in  need  of
immediate  mediail  care.
Nonac6dental  injury  of
any  kind  to child  under  1
year  of age.
Shaken  infant  - whiplash
syndrome  to 12  months.
Less  than  5 years  of age;
unabie  to  care  for  and
proted  sen without  aduR
assistance:  sgvere  physical
illness/mental  handicap;
overact#e:  is  dtfflaitt  to
manage;  saiereky  impaired
development
Child  requires  immediate
medical  treahnent  and/or
permanent  dysfunction  of
organ/limbs;  ongoing
history  or pattem  of harsh
punishmait/discipline  to
the  child:  blows  to  the
head,  hiu  or  gaitms;
bums:  bepunishmaits.
Injury  the  result  of intent  to
harm  child.  Family  history
of death  or severe  previous
injury  to another  child.
INTERMEDIATE:  FIISK
Alm)ation  of injury  to child.
. Physicai  injury  - bruises.
welts,  lacerations.
abrasions,  burns,
cigarette  or  otherwise;
scare  tactics  to  teach
child  (bum  fingers  to
teach  about  fire).
History  of  injury  not
consistent  wtth  nature  or
type  of injury.  Includes
nonaccidaital  physical
injury  at a minor  level.
Not to indude  transient
red marks.
No observable  injury,  but
child  reports  being  M  in
stomach,  head,  genitalia
and/or  complains  of pain
or other  symptoms.
Shaken  infant  - whiplash
syndmme  (12  to  14
months).
5-9  years  of age and/or
requires  aduffl  assistance  to
care for and proted  seif:
emotionally  withdrawn;
minor  physical  illness/
mental  handicap;  mild to
moderately  impaired
development.
Minor  physical  injury  or has
an  unexplained  injury
requiring  some  form  of
medical  treatment/diag-
nosis:  ongoing  history  of
pattern  of  punishment/
discipline  to the  child:  zts
or bruises  on torso:  use  of
unreasonable  restraint/
confinement;  inappropriate
sexual  touching;  inappro-
priate  exposure  to sexual
adMties  of others.
LOW  RISK
May  Not  Be Approprute
for  Child  Protection
Assessment:  Consider
Refemil.  Offer  of
Service  Response.  or
Low  Filsk Protocol
Allegation  of injury  to child.
. NC) injury.
. Includes  reports  of
alleged  maitreatment
based  on  neighbors
overhearing  crying,
yelling,  screaming,
!hreats,  noise,  thumps
(sounds  of  blows).
Action:  encourage
reporter  to  contact  law
e n fo  rc  e m e n t w h e n
ocaimng.
Includes  reports  of
domestk,violence  :
a) weapon  (guns,  knives)
used
b) spouse  receives  an
injury  requiring  medical
care
c) child  intervenes  or is
used  for  protection
d) abused  parent  flees
the  scene  leaving
6hild(ren)  with
perpetrator
e) existence  of  past
history  of  domestic
violence  or  physical
abuse  requiring  CPS
intervention
f) police  called  and  make
an arrest
Minor  injuryto  adolescent
(1 3-1 7 years  of age).
No  medical  attention
required.
No discernable  effect  on
child.
10 years  and older  and/or
cares  for  and  protects  self
with  or  without  limited  adult
assistance:  no physical  or
m e n t al  h an  dic  a p s /
limitations.
No injury  or  minor  injury;  no
medical  attention  required:
no  discemible  effect  on
child.  Isolated  incident.
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Previous  history  o(
se/ neglect.
RISK  UNKNOWN
IMMEDIATE  FIESPONSE: HIGH  RISK
Pending  child  abuse/
neglect  assessment:
previous  determinatlon  of
saious  abuse/  neglect:
multlple  reports  of
abuse/neglect  involving
family,  child,  or  alleged
pa'petritor;  abuse/neglect
has  been  progressive:
other  childrai  removed  or
parental  rtghts  taminated  in
past  due  to abuse/  neglect
or  under  protective
supavision:  prior  chUd
death  due  to  family
maitreatment
INTERMEDIATE  RISK
INT  AKE:/ASS!;SSMqNT
%ous  determination  of
no serious  abuse/neglect:
no  protective  services
provided  to child.  family,  or
pa'petmtor:  famiiy  has
moved  a lot  for  un-
ascertamable  reasons.
LOW  RISK
May  Not  Be Appropriate
(or Child  F%tedion
Assessment:  Consider
Fleferral.  Offer  of
Service  Response.  or
Low  Flisk Pmtocol
No  previous  history  of
abuse/  neglect.  Family
accepted  social  services  or
took  other  correctme  action
following  prior  reports  and
assessment,  ff needed.
Strength  of  family
=iort systems.
Stresses.
Credibility  of reporter.
Caretaker/family  has  no
relatives  or  friends
available:  is geographiailty
isolated  fmm  community
services:  no  phone  or
means  of  h'anspormtion
available:  supports  are
problematic  and  contribute
to the  increased  risk.
Death  of spouse  or farnity
member;  recentfy  changed
marital  or  relationship
status;  rna&ii  conflict/
spouse  abuse;  chaotic
lifestyle:  chemical
dependency;  acute
psychiatric  episodes.
Report  from  any  of  the
following  sources:
Pmfessionai  reporter
Nonprofessional  reporter
Relatme
Frtaid
Child
Limited  community  and
farniiy  resources  or  services
available.
Recurrent  stresses  in
farnity;  pregnancy  or  recent
birUi  of a child:  insufficient
income  and/or  food;
inadequate  home  rnanage-
ment  skills/knowledge;
relationship  with  re!ales
charadertzed  by  mutual
hostility.
Report  from  any  of the
following  sources:
Pmfessional  reporter
Nonpmfessional  reporter
Relative
Friend
Child
Fami$ supportme but not in
geographic  area:  some
support  from friends  and
neighbors.
Recent  stresses  in family;
lack  of  or  inconsistent
supportive  resources:
difficulty  in coping  with
change.
Reporter  giving  in-
appropriate  or incomplete
information.
Anonymous  reporter.
Reporter  is  party  to
disputed  custody  dispute.
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Loztion,  severity,
q  and/or  frequency
ise.
RISK  UNKNOWN
IMMEDIATE  FIESPONSE HIGH  FIISK
Child  at severe  risk  of hami
of sexual  abuse,  induding
intemursa  or  sodorny:
blow  to the head,  face  or
gaiitals:  bums;  bizarre
punishments:  injury  the
result  of  intent  to  harm
child.
Recency  not  relevant  Ft
perpetritor  still has  as
to child  and  thene  is dear
in&ation  that child  was
saaialty  abused.  (See  #1
above.)
Thsre  is previous  history  of
sexual  abuse  in the  famay:
agency  has  received  a new
report.
INTERMEDIATE  RISK
Inappropriate  sexuai
touching;  inappropriate
exposure  to  sexual
activities  of others.
LOW  RISK
May  Not  Be Appropriate
For  Child  F%tection
Assessment:  Consider
Refemil,  Offer  of
Service  Response,  or
Low  Risk  Protocol
No  discernible  effect  on
child.  Isolated  incident.
Caretaker's  age,
xl.  intellectual  or
xnal abilities/control.
Caretaker's  level  of
sration.
Severely  handicapped:
poor  conception  of reality;
unrealistic  expectations  of
child's  behavior:  seiere
intellectual  limitations:
i n c a p a c ity  d u e t o
alcohol/drug  intoxiaition
and/or  dependency;  not
t a k in  g p r e s c r ib  e d
medication  to  control
condtUon/handi;  ladt  of
impulse  control:  excessme
use  of  physical
punishment:  use  of rigid
ideology  to support  severe
physical  discipline;
domestic  Jind/or  saa.ial
abuse  history.  Past  history
of parental  victimtmtion.
Doesn't  befleve  there  is a
problem;  refuses  to
coopa'ate  and/or  act
responsibinty:  uninterested
or evasive:  upset  with  this
assessment  to the  point  of
threatening  the  child.
Parent  does  not  believe
child.  The  nonabusing
parent  or wegfier  has  not
reported  sexual  abuse  of
the child  but is degedty
aware  of the  abuse.
are  s u s p e ate  d o f
participating  in the saaial
abuse.
Pemetrator  has access  to
child  and  caregfier  is failing
to protect
May  be  physically/
ernotionaiiy  handiopped;
moderate  intellectual
lirtions;  past  violent
criminaJ  record/history;
poor  reasoning  abiitUes;
needs  planning  assistance
to  protect  child.  Past
history  of  parental
vtd'rntution.
Overfy  compliant  with
worker;  presence  and
abiiity of nonpe@etmtor  to
assure  minimal  cooperation
with  agency  and  to protect
the  child;  nonperpetrator
understands  role  and
responsibility  to cooperate
to minimte  risk; chemiail
dependenq  interferes  with
abil$  to follow through.
Parent  does  not  believe
child.  Parent  may  be willing
t)  prOteCl
CPS  will  assess  satuai
abuse,  including  also
parents  who  are
uncooperitJve  and may  be
covermg  up or denying  the
abuse.
May  have  intellectual,
physical,  or  emotional
limitations;  involved  in
ongoing  treatment  program
o r m e n tal  h e alt  h
counseling.
Inittalhl  unaware of problem,
actmely  works  to resolve  it
and/or  accept  services;
demonstrates  genuine
concern/  awareness;  wiiling
to learn  aiternative  methods
to resoke  problem.
P a r e n t  ax  p re  s s e s
willingness  to  take
recommended  actions  to
clarify  nonspecific  abuse
allegations,  physical
symptoms  or  behavioral
characteristics.
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tresses.
;redibility  of reporter.
RISK  UNKNOWN
IMMEDIATE  FIESPONSE HIGH  RISK
Death  of spouse  or farniiy
member:  recentty  changed
marttal  or  relationship
s t at  u s : m a rlt  al
conflict/spouse  abuse:
chaotk,  IHestyle:  cha'
dependency:  acute
psychiatric  episodes.
Report  hum  any  of  the
following  sources:
Professional  reporter
Nonprofessional  reporter
Relative
Frtend
Child
INTERMET)IATE  RISK
Recurrent  stresses  in
farn$  pregnancy or recent
birth  of a child:  msufflcient
income  and/or  food:
inadequate  home  rnanage-
mint  skills/knowledge:
remtionship  wtih  relat#es
charactertzed  by  mutual
hostiIihy.
Report  from  any  of  the
following  sources:
F%fessional  reporter
Nonpmfessional  reporter
Reffittve
Friend
CFltld
LOW  RISK
May  Not  Be Approprmte
For  Child  Pmtecflon
Assessment:  Consider
Refeml.  Offer  of
Service  Response.  or
Low  Risk  Protocol
Recent  stresses  in fame
lack  of  or  inconsistent
supportive  resources;
difflaitty  in coping  with
change.
Reporter  giving  in-
appropmte  or icomplete
information.
Anonymous  reporter.
Reporter  is  party  to
disputed  aistody  suit
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FACTORS
/ulnerability  of  child:
physical,  mental  and
lopmental  abilities.
Severity  and/or
iency  of  neglect,
ition  of the  home.
Caretaker's  age,
icai,  intellectual  or
ional  abilities/control.
RISK  UNKNOWN
IMMEDIATE  FtESPONSE
Home  is in dangerous
condition,  i.e., leaking  roof,
exposed  wiring,  no  heat,
bmken  windows,  gaping
holes.
HIGH  FIISK
Less  than  5 years  of age:
unable  to  care  for  an
protect  seif without  adult
assistance;  severe  physiait
illness/mental  handicap;
overacttve:  is  dtffiaitt  to
manage:  severeiy  impaired
development.
Caretaker  is  unable/un-
willing  to  meet  child's
minimum  mediail,  food,
clothing  andlor  sheiter
needs  for reasons  other
than  poverty:  confirmed
history  or  pattem  of leaving
child  unsupervised/un-
pmtected  for  excessme
periods  of time.
Severely  handicapped;
poor  conception  of reality:
unrealistic  expectations  of
child's  behavior;  severe
intellectual  limitations:
i n c a p a c ity  d u e t o
alcohol/drug  intoxication
and/or  depaidaicy:  not
t akln  g p re  s c rib  e d
medication  to  control
condiUon/handicap;  lack  of
impulse  control:  excessive
use  of  physiail  punish-
ment.
INTE:FIME[)IATE  RISK
Violent  IHestyle.  including
children.
Child  is  in need  of
medicai  treatment  and  the
parent  or  guardian  is
unwilling  or  unable  to
seek  or consent  for  such
treahnent
Chjd  has or is likeiy to
suffer  heanh  problaris  as
a reult  of conditions  in
the  home.
Child  failing  to  make
appropmteweight,  height
or  developmaital  gains
due  to parental  negled.
Adolescent  parent's  state
of immaturity  places  child
at ris)c. May  include  a
report  prior  to  child's
birth.
Chemical  usage  by
parait/etaker  places
newbom  at risk.
5-9  years  of age and/or
requires  aduit  assistance  to
care for and protect  serf,
emotionally  withdrawn:
minor  physical  illness/
mental  handicap;  mild to
moderately  impaired
development.
Caretaker  suspected  of
failing  to  meet  child's
minimum  medical,  food,
clothing  and/or  shetter
needs;  confirmed  or
unmnfirmed  history  or
pattern  of  leaving  child
unsupervised;  trash  and
garbage  in  uncovered
containers  and  overflowing:
rodent  and  animal
droppings;  open/spoiled
food  observed.
May  be  physically/
emotionally  handicapped:
moderate  intellectual
limtffltions:  past  violent
crtminal  record/history;
poor  reasoning  abilities:
needs  planning  assistance
to proted  child.
LOW  FtlSK
May  Not  Be Approgrmte
For  Child  Protection
Assessment:  Consider
Refaral,  Offer  of
S(:ieciai  Response,  or
Low  Risk  Protocol
Failure  to  have  child
immunized.
Truancy  referrals:
a) Children  over  9.
b) Children  9 and under
unless  parental  neglect
can  be  demonstrated
as reason  for truancy
by  school  or  Family
Services  Division.
Prmate  adoption,  affomey
invotved,  petition  filed or
soon  to be filed.
Parent  willing  to  sign
voluntary  placement
agreement  and there  are
no  allegations  of
maltreatment.
Child  cares  for  and
protects  self  without  adult
assistance:  child  invoived  in
community  resources.
Home  is  clean  with  no
apparent  safety  or heatth
hazards;  all  food  and
medical  needs  met on a
continuing  basis.
Realistic  expectations:  can
plan  to  correct  child's
behavior:  average  or above
physical/ernotiona!function-
ing;  can  consciously
control  their  own  behavior.
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Strength  of  family
rort  systems.
3tresses.
RISK  UNKNOWN
IMMEDIATE  FIESPONSE HIGH  FIISK
Caretaker/family  has  no
relatives  or  friends
available:  is geographicalty
isolated  from  mmmunity
services:  no  phone  or
means  of  tmsportatlon
available:  supports  are
problematic  and  contribute
to the  increased  risk.
Death  of spouse  or family
member;  recaitfy  changed
marital  or  relationship
s t a t u s ; m a rit  a I
conflict/spouse  abuse;
chaotic  lifestyle:  chaniaal
dependency;  acute
psychiatric  episodes.
INTERMEDIATE  RISK
Limited  community  and
family  resources  or  services
available.
Recurrent  stresses  in
fami5  pregnancy or recent
birth  of a child:  insufficient
income  and/or  food:
inadequate  home  manage-
ment  skills/knowledge;
reiationship  mth  relatives
characterted  by  mutual
hostility.
LOW  RISK
May  Not  Be Appropriate
For  Child  Protection
Assessment:  Consider
Referril,  Offer  of
Service  Response,  or
Low  Risk  Protocol
Farniiy  supportme  but  not  in
geographic  area:  some
support  from  friends  and
neighbors.
Recent  stresses  in farnil
lack  of  or  inconsistent
supportive  resources;
diffiailty  in  coping  with
change.
Credibility  of reporter. Report  from  any  of the
following  sources:
Professional  reporter
Nonprofessional  reporter
Relative
Frtend
Child
Report  from  any  of  the
following  sources:
Professional  reporter
Nonprofessional  reporter
Relatme
Friend
Child
Reporter  giving  tn-
appropriate  or incomplete
information.
Anonymous  reporter.
Reporter  is  party  to
disputed  custody  suit.
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RISK  UNKNOWN
IMMEDIATE  RESPONSE HIGH  FIISK
. Child  is sadistic  and/or
abusive  toward  other
children  or  animals.
. Child  is homiadal.
. Child  is a fire-setter.
Ongoing  history  or pattern
of punishment/disa'pline  to
the  child.
INTEFIMEDIATE  RISK
LOW  RISK
May  Not  Be Appropnate
For  Child  Protection
Assessment:  Consider
Referral,  Offer  of
Service  Response,  or
Low  Risk  Protocol
Caretaker's  age,
:al,  intellectual  or
inal  abilities/contnol.
Severely  handicapped:
poor  conception  of reality;
unrealistic  expectations  of
child's  behavior:  severe
intellectual  limitations:
incapacity  due  to alcohol/
drug  intoxication  and/or
dependency:  not  taking
presaibed  medimtion  to
control  condition/handi;
excess#e  use of physical
punishment:  use  of rigid
ideology  to support  severe
physical  discipline;
domestic  and/or  sexual
abuse  history';  parent  is
also  a vidm  of emotional
maftreatrnent,
May  be  physically/
ernotionalty  handicapped;
moderate  intellectual
limitations:  past  violent
criminal  record/history;
poor  reasoning  abilies:
needs  planning  assistance
to protect  child.
May  have  intellectual.
physical,  or  emotionai
limitations:  involved  in
ongoing  treatment  program
o r m an  tal  h e alt  h
counseling:  or parent  dces
not  have  any  known  or
identifiable  intellectual  or
physical  limitations  and
appears  to have  adequate
parenting  skills  and
knowledge.
Caretaker's  leve!  of
iration.
Doesn't  believe  there  is a
problem:  refuses  to
cooperate  andlor  accept
responsibility;  uninterested
or evasive:  upset  with  this
assessment  to the  point  of
threatening  the  child;  both
parents  ore wegtvers  are
suspeded  of parti6pating
in the emotional  ma#eat-
merit
Overiy  compliant  with
worker;  presence  and
ability  of nonperpetrator  to
assure  minimal  cooperation
with  agenq  and  to protect
the  child:  nonpeqetrator
understands  role  and
responsibility  to cooperate
to minimize  risk; chemical
dependency  interferes  with
ability  to follow  through.
Initially  unaware  of  problem.
activeiy  works  to reso&e  it
andlor  accept  services;
demonstrates  genuine
concem/awareness;  willing
to leam  atternat#e  methods
to resohe  problem.
:aretaker's  parenting
and/or  knowledge.
Alleged  perpetrator/
trators'  access  to
Caretaker  is  unwilling/
incapable  of  providing
and/or  has  minimal
knowledge  needed  to
assure  minimal  le'vel of  airs.
Rarefy  expresses  positive
affedion  or is consistentty
negatme  toward  child(ren).
In home,  complete  address
to child;  uncertainty  fl other
adult  can  or  wUl deny
access  to child:  caretaker
unwilling/unable  to protect
child.
Inconsistent  display  of the
necessary  skills  and/or
knowledge  required  to
provide  child  care:
in.consistent  expression  of
affedian:  history  of abuse
in famity  of origin.
In home,  access  to child  is
dt!flaitt:  child  is under
constant  supervision  of
other  adutt  in the  house.
C a r e t a k e r  e x h ibits
knowledge  of appropriate
skills  pertaining  to  child-
rearing  techniques  or
responsibilities,  but  is
unable  to  consistently
apply  them; at times  has
dflculty  in expressing
affection.
Out  of  home,  minimal
access/risk  to child.
MemO
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Appendix  F: Hennepin  County  Memo  on Consistency
DATE: March  20, 1995
TO: Child  Protection  Field  Staff,  Supernsors  and  Managers
FROM: David  Sanders  .:g.
SUBJECT: FIELD  SERVICES
Our  Department  has experienced  considerable  change  over  the  past  year  and  given  activity
on the federal  state  levels,  it  is certain  that  this  will  continue.  We  are  continuing  to attempt
to better position  ourselves  to deliver  high quality  services  that  protect  and assure
permaneng  for  children  and  preserve  families.  We  will  continue  to provide  these  servaces
in a manner  that  is both  time  effi6ent  and  effective.  Furthermore,  as a Department,  we  will
continue  to emphasize  the  provision  of  early  intervention  and  preventive  services  that  serve
children  in their  home  whenever  possible.
Child  Protection  Intake  has done  considerabl=  work  over  a number  of  years  in  defining  the
parameters  of their  work  within  Field  Seices,  though.  Other  than  the Decision  Point
Manual, we have not provided  similar  parameters.  We  are  beginning  to  define
responsibilities  within  sections  of  Protection  Field  but  have  not  done  as much  in fully
defining parameters  across  the  entire  program.  Specally,  we  need  to  assure
standardization  of risk  across  all  units  and  consistency  in  applying  standards  in  determining
when sersAces are completed.  Finally,  we need  to implement  perfomance  measurement
outcomes  to assess the  services  we are providing  to reduce  risk.
I will  convene a workgroup  of Department  staff  and  supervisors  within  the  next  few  weeks
to being the above task.  I would  like  to thank  the  staff  that  met  with  me  last  week  and
others who have commented  over  time  about  the  need  to accomplish  this.  Our  strength  is
our diverse staff, and it is critical  that  people  feel  able  to bring  forth  ideas  and  disagree
with others. Unfortunately,  I have  frequently  heard  in the  last  several  weeks  that  staff  are
spending more time l'defining  turf"  and  identifying  others  as l'incompetent"  rather  than
working  together  to improve  our  services  by  building  on our  diverse  strengths.  I hope  this
is not accurate as nobody  in this  Department  has the  corner  on the  right  treatment  for  all
children  and families,  and  we have  no time  to waste  putting  others  down.  I am  pleased  and
impressed  at the commitment  being shown and  the  strong  feelings  all  of  us have  about our
work. However,  if we are  unable  to treat  each  other  respectfully,  I am certain  that  we are
not  able to treat  families  respectfully.  Again  I hope  I'm  hearing  ondy isolated  incidents  and
that all of us are actmg responsibly  and  professionally  in  our  interactions  with  colleagues.
Child  Protection  Field  Staff,  Supervisors  and Managers
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I see the  workgroup  as an opportunity  to continue  to improve  services  by improving  our
consistency  and evaluating  our  services.  I will  send a memo  out  in the next  few  weeks
identifying  staff  and  supeors  for  a first  meeting.  In  the  inte  I will  begin  working  with
Department  staff  to develop  an outline  for a field  protocol  to begin  the discussion.
However,  I will  expect  the workgroup  to  actually  finalize  a protocol  and identify
performance  measures.  Thank  you  for  your  continued  hard  work  and for  your  input  in
improving  Department  seices.
DS:cl
cc:  CFSD  Supervisors  and  Managers
,4-UGSBURG
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